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Why I cycle
Niv Pande, Chesterton

I cycle just to get to places in the city – it’s the most efficient way. And it makes me feel good about myself, doing a
tiny bit for the environment. With all the money I save I end up buying fancy cycle gear!

CAMCYCLE, THE CAMBRIDGE CYCLING CAMPAIGN

works for more, better and safer cycling for all ages and abilities in and around
Cambridge. Many of the cycling facilities such as paths, lanes, bridges and cycle
parks would not exist without the campaigning of our volunteers, supported by
over 1,300 Camcycle members. Our vision is for a city that is healthy, sustainable
and vibrant, and a pleasant place for Cambridge’s residents, workers and visitors.

SUPPORT
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camcycle.org.uk/
membership
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Change is in the air
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t feels good to have spring with us again, doesn’t it? It’s a
great time to hop on the bike and see the daily changes budding flowers, greener trees, chattering birds. To go with
this burst of brightness, hope and optimism, our spring issue
theme is ‘Growing and Changing’.
We start on a very happy note: it’s been twenty years in
the making and great progress is being made on the Chisholm
Trail. Our very own ray of light, Jim Chisholm, provides a full
update on its exciting current status on page 34: construction
is happening this year!
The rest of Cambridge has been growing and changing,
too. We hear from people who have moved into recent
developments such as Marmalade Lane, Cambridge’s first
cohousing community. How good is the cycling provision?
Are the people-first designs working as intended? What lessons
can we learn for our community’s future developments?
We look back at how things have changed for cycling in
Cambridge over the last 50 years and consider what can help
create places which will allow people to continue flourishing
here. We also update you on some of the developments
coming up (see page 37) – don't forget to respond to the latest
consultation on proposals for the Northern Fringe East.
Bike shops have long felt like a solid part of the Cambridge
community. But how has Cambridge’s growth and change
affected them? We hear from three independent bike shops
about how they’ve endured, the challenges they face, and what
they think the future holds. One of the more recent winds
of change has been the growth of the electric bike. Already
buzzing around in Europe, they’re now blooming here in the
UK and are set to be amongst the biggest trends in cycling
over the coming years. We find out why they’re surging, with
insights from trade and personal experience.
With spring well and truly sprung, we’re looking ahead to
even brighter things for the summer. We have another paid
summer internship on offer: do you know anyone passionate
about everyday cycling who can help us with campaigns,
projects and the Cambridge Festival of Cycling? Find out
more about what it involves on page 20 and get in touch.
Adam Jenkins & Rosie Humphrey, Camcycle editors
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CALENDAR
CAMCYCLE MEETINGS
All are welcome to the Campaign’s monthly
meeting at the Friends Meeting House, Jesus
Lane on the first Tuesday of each month. We
start at 8pm, with tea and coffee from 7.30pm.
All are welcome and there is an opportunity to
discuss your own cycling issues and campaigns.

SEE MORE
CAMCYCLE
EVENTS ON
PAGE 21

Please note that we may take photographs and videos at
these meetings. These may be used in our publications,
advertisements, media releases, website and social media.
The video footage may be live-streamed on Facebook.
5 March Guest speakers from Extinction Rebellion
Camcycle member Dave Fox and local activist Diner
Ismail talk about XR and their monthly critical mass rides.
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Contacting the Campaign
Camcycle,
The Bike Depot, 140 Cowley Road,
Cambridge, CB4 0DL
(01223) 690718
www.camcycle.org.uk
contact@camcycle.org.uk
Twitter: @camcycle
Facebook: CambridgeCyclingCampaign
Instagram: @camcycleuk

Cambridge Cycling Campaign was set
up in 1995 to voice the concerns of
cyclists. We are not a cycling club, but
a voluntary organisation promoting
cycling for public benefit and
representing the concerns of cyclists
in and around Cambridge.
Registered charity number 1138098

2 April Election special (to be confirmed)
7 May Workshop session on local campaigning issues
4 June Guest speaker Tess Jones: workplace cycling
Encouraging and enabling behaviour change. Please note
that this meeting will be held at the earlier time of 6.30pm.

CAMCYCLE MAGAZINE DATES
We welcome members’ help with our magazine,
including writing articles, taking photos, providing
reviews and laying out content. If you’d like to get
involved, please follow Cyclescape 4264 and 4266
or contact us at contact@camcycle.org.uk
Copy deadline for the summer issue of our new
quarterly format is Tuesday 23 April.
Magazine distribution will be the week of 27 May.
Members organise the newsletter distribution, putting
into envelopes and then getting them delivered.
More volunteers would be a great help. Please email
contact@camcycle.org.uk if you can support this work.

CAMBRIDGE CYCLE RIDES
CTC Cambridge holds up to six rides a week in the
countryside around Cambridge. These range from short,
leisurely-paced rides which last 2-3 hours on a Saturday
morning, medium-length rides on a Sunday afternoon,
to long rides on a Thursday or Sunday that last all day.
All welcome. ctccambridge.org.uk
#CamRideHome rides start at 6pm on the last Friday
of the month from outside The Mill pub on Mill Lane,
Cambridge. No one takes responsibility for organising it
so it just depends on who turns up. Usually a few do and
they enjoy a one-hour leisurely tour of the city finishing
up at a pub. Follow the hashtag on Twitter and enjoy.
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THE BIG PICTURE
WORKING TOGETHER
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It’s a tough market for independent cycle shops; the Bicycle
Association reported that for every ten stores that closed in 2017,
only three new ones opened. Working together in partnership is
one way to provide exceptional customer service and support each
other through the ups and downs of the retail industry. Here Nick
from Kingsway Cycles pops into Colin’s shop, University Cycles, on
Victoria Avenue. Read more on page 38. Image: Jeremy Peters
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OPINION: ROBIN HEYDON

The CAM project plus
cycle-friendly development
could liberate Cambridge

T

Similarly with the suburb of Houten
he Cambridge Area Metro intrigues
me. It could be transformative for in the Netherlands, on the railway south
of Utrecht, they expanded a village
the whole region, and the city.
Effectively, it could create a cross of of a few hundred houses to tens of
tunnels from north to south and from thousands, but there is no traffic
east to west. It could link the station congestion. They even raised the railway
to the historic centre and out to west line up, so that it was easier to cycle
Cambridge. It could also link out to underneath, and could easily design in
existing and potentially new growth lots of cycle parking spaces.
areas: St Neots, Haverhill,
Mildenhall, and Alconbury. Greater Cambridge Partnership
It could allow for a bunch of
other new settlements along
these routes focused around
the metro as the primary
means of transport.
This all sounds good,
except I’m afraid that it will
all be destroyed by car-centric
development rather than
people-first
development.
Milton Keynes, on the main
motorway between London
and Birmingham, was built
around the motorcar, with
70mph dual carriageways
Houten is also special in that they
surrounding small neighbourhoods. If
you like roundabouts and the inability followed the perimeter roadway model
of half the people to travel around of development. The main road is around
independently, then Milton Keynes is the outside, with effectively a bunch of
cul-de-sacs branching off. The only way
great.
Other
places
have
followed to drive anywhere is to go out to this
public-transport
growth
strategies. main road, around to the entrance to the
Copenhagen has the ‘hand’ model, with area you want to get to, and then back in.
high-quality public transport lines along They also built an extensive network of
the fingers, with green space in the cycleways and pathways that link these
middle. All housing and development neighbourhoods with the central station.
was concentrated around stops on Houten now has the highest cycling
this network, with cycle-friendly and levels anywhere in the world.
People talk about Copenhagen and
walkable neighbourhoods around.

James Palmer, Mayor of the Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Combined Authority,
was the guest speaker at our monthly meeting in November 2018. Find out more about
the metro by watching the live video at facebook.com/CambridgeCyclingCampaign.

Amsterdam having high cycling levels,
but compared with Houten, they are
dominated by car traffic and traffic
congestion. Driving is also very easy in
Houten. The ring road has a relatively
high speed limit and is connected directly
to the strategic road network. It is just
not easy to drive trivially short distances
quickly.
If the Cambridge Area
Metro included Houtenstyle planning for all the
developments that it will
serve, we could have the
highest productivity in the
world from all those people
cycling from their house to
the metro and then whizzing
to their jobs in an autonomous
electric vehicle. We could
have the lowest carbon
footprint and best air quality.
And we could transform the
city of Cambridge from a cardominated place to a place
that is sized for people.
At our November monthly meeting,
James Palmer agreed to allow Camcycle
to show him how Houten works, and
explore how it came about. Perhaps we’ll
also get him on a bike to cycle from an
industrial estate to a town centre railway
station. On the way we can see how so
many people are liberated to move
around their town without being forced
into a car, such as children who can cycle
independently to school or to visit
their friends.
Robin Heydon is Chair of Camcycle. This
article was first published on 26 November
in the Cambridge News and online at
cambridge-news.co.uk, where you can
read his Camcycle column each week.
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OPINION: ANNA WILLIAMS

Make balanced transport
diets easy to create a
healthy, sustainable city

I

t’s the beginning of the year and as
new leaves are being turned across
the city, a question arises. Is it better
to run every day, renounce sugar and
rid the cupboards of alcohol, or should
we follow my mum’s favourite maxim:
‘Everything in moderation’? Personally,
I think there are a few spaces in life that
nothing but a good chocolate biscuit can
fill – a dark chocolate digestive or Tim
Tam (find them on the Caf-fiend cargo
trike in Eddington market square)
dunked into a hot drink is guaranteed
to put a smile on my face. However,
I have to avoid buying chocolate
biscuits too often as, once in the
house, they don’t last for long. I’m
definitely not the kind of person that
‘forgets’ they have sweet things in
the cupboard for weeks on end!
What has this to do with cycling,
you might ask (apart from the fact
that some pedal power might help
burn off the food belly you’ve grown
from all the sweet treats)? Well, crazy
as it might sound, sometimes I think
cars are a bit like chocolate biscuits.
There are lots of great things about
motor vehicles and there’s certainly a
place for them in our world, but they
shouldn’t make up the majority of our
transport diet, particularly within cities.
Just as with food, we should be aiming
for the majority of journeys taken within
urban areas to be the healthy options:
active travel choices such as walking
and cycling, followed by less-polluting
choices like public transport. This is

easier said than done though when we
live in an obesogenic environment with
a human brain that is wired to prioritise
instant rewards and habit over longterm gains. If a 5-year old is offered a
chocolate pudding at his Cambridgeshire
primary school, would he find it easy to
opt for the apple alternative? If driving
to school seemed safer than walking or
cycling there, which option would his
parents be most likely to choose?

With a steady stream of new
developments popping up all over
the Cambridge area, the debate rages
on the number of car parking spaces
appropriate for each dwelling. Should
people have a right to own a personal
motor vehicle that is conveniently parked
outside their home or should access to
public transport, cycleways and car clubs
be equally – or even more – convenient?
Do we forget too easily the rights of
residents to be able to walk directly to
where they want to go, breathe clean air
and cross roads safely?

What's your opinion on transport in Cambridge? We recommend reading more
about the issues on Smarter Cambridge Transport's website at smartertransport.uk
and joining the discussions on cycling on our members' discussion site, Cyclescape,
at cyclescape.org where you can also find out how to get involved.

Woe betide someone who comes
between me and the chocolate biscuit in
my hand; however, if it was my diabetic
friend who needed it to help treat an
episode of hypoglycaemia then I’m pretty
sure I could live without it. For those
with reduced mobility, car journeys may
be essential, but many more of us could
work towards a more balanced ratio of
transport methods aided by political
decisions which lessen the temptation of
unnecessary car journeys (thereby
reducing congestion for those who
really need to travel by car).
Decision-makers could learn
from my local supermarket, which
gives free fruit to children who are
accompanying their parents on a
shopping trip. My children (who
love chocolate biscuits as much as I
do) rarely fail to gobble down an
apple or banana while we’re there
as those healthy options are placed
right in front of them: it’s easy. Cycle
lanes and bus stops should be like this
too. As we work together to rebalance
the transport diets of those already a
little too reliant on their cars, let’s focus
on growing strong new communities
which adopt sustainable transport
choices from the beginning, thanks to
infrastructure that is ready and waiting
before residents move in. Successful
diets are based around habits and helping
people form the right ones at times of
change will be essential to achieving a
healthy and congestion-free city for all.
Anna Williams is the Communications
and Community Officer for Camcycle.
This article was first published on
23 January in the Cambridge Independent,
which features a monthly column by a
member of the Camcycle team.
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NEWS

CYCLING DEVELOPMENTS IN CAMBRIDGE AND BEYOND
Read more at camcycle.org.uk/blog and

@camcycle

Camcycle calls for
a Station Square
that works for all
'Planning is supposed to be thinking about the
future, looking five, ten, or even 50 years ahead.
Do we want the station square to look like this?'
asked Camcycle trustee Matthew Danish at a
meeting in January regarding plans for a new office
building, hotel and multi-storey car park in the area
(see page 18). Accompanying slides showed some of
the many negative comments sent in to us from cyclists,
pedestrians, motorists and taxi drivers frustrated by the
confusion and conflict caused by the current design.
As part of our continued campaigning, we’ll be
including the station in our ‘Space for Cycling’ ride
on Saturday 13 April along with other areas we’d like
improved such as Mill Road. Find out more about the ride
on page 21 and do join us to make your views known!

First Camcycle awards
honour cycling volunteers

Camcycle raises over £9,000 in Farewell to a dedicated
Big Give Christmas campaign Camcycle supporter and friend

The range and extent of Camcycle’s
work would not be possible without
the enthusiasm and dedication of our
volunteers and we were delighted to
honour some of these cycling heroes
at our AGM in January. From long-term
volunteer Lisa Woodburn who won our
Hall of Fame award to recent member
Liz Irvin (above) who won the Newcomer
award, it was a privilege to celebrate
those who have given so much time,
effort and enthusiasm to our cause.
Read more about the AGM and awards
on page 48 and find out more about
volunteering at camcycle.org.uk/volunteer

A big thank you to all those who donated
to Camcycle in the Big Give Christmas
Challenge at the end of last year.
Together we raised a fantastic £9,038.75
for our 2019 Cycling Action Fund in
addition to £1,500 of extra donations and
gift aid contributions. The money will be
used to help us work for better cycling
in areas from Mill Road to the village
Greenway routes. We would also like to
thank all those who gave generously at
other times during the year: your gifts
make a huge difference to our work.
If you’d like to support the work we do,
visit camcycle.org.uk/donate
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We are sad to announce that Camcycle
member and volunteer Shirley Fieldhouse
died on 30 December 2018.
Camcycle was an organisation Shirley
valued and she was in contact with us
and supporting our work right up to the
end of the year. She was a vital force in
our campaigning and her work as our first
volunteer Planning Officer made an impact
on many developments in Cambridge and
influenced how we work today.
The image above shows Shirley on
the Camcycle stall in 2012 with fellow
campaigner Klaas Brümann and parish
councillors Clare Blair and Yemi Macaulay.

NATIONAL & INTERNATIONAL NEWS

Walking and cycling organisations call for investment
On 23 January an alliance of walking and cycling organisations called for the
government to increase its funding of active travel if it wanted to meet the targets
set by the Cycling and Walking Investment Strategy (CWIS). Representatives from
Cycling UK, Sustrans and Living Streets gave evidence at the Transport Select
Committee and highlighted the need for sustained investment to deliver the CWIS
aim of making cycling and walking the natural choice for shorter journeys.
Currently 60% of journeys between one and two miles are taken by car and, last
year, the number of children walking to school dropped by two percentage points.
Rachel White of Sustrans raised some of the barriers to cycling including safety,
lack of good infrastructure and the perceived convenience of driving over cycling,
which she believes could all be addressed with the right investment in protected
cycle lanes.
Roger Geffen from Cycling UK agreed and pointed out that it was important that
any money spent was spent well: this meant creating ‘a dense network of routes’
and ensuring local councils and Highways England followed the latest guidance on
designing for cycling. The active travel alliance would like to see a rebalancing of the
budget for travel with investment in walking and cycling making up 5% of transport
spending and increasing to 10% in the future.

NICE says cycling and walking British Cycling campaign
should be given priority to
aims to get a million women
benefit the nation’s health
cycling by 2020
'Transport systems and the wider built
environment can influence people’s
ability to be active,' said the National
Institute for Health and Care Excellence
(NICE) as it called for priority to be given
to walking and cycling when roads are
built or upgraded. Physical inactivity is
responsible for one in six deaths in the
UK, and is believed to cost the UK £7.4
billion each year.
Issuing a set of draft guidelines for
local authorities and transport planners,
NICE said that street design should be
safe and accessible for all including older
people and those with limited mobility.

49%
NEWS IN NUMBERS

In February, Dame Sarah Storey called on
national and local leaders to 'build bike
lanes fit for everyone, not just the brave'
to unleash the enormous potential for
growth in women’s cycling. Her speech
was part of British Cycling’s ‘One in a
Million’ campaign, which aims to narrow
the gender gap in cycling and get one
million more women on bikes by 2020.
Storey said that with two-thirds of
British women citing safety as a barrier
to cycling, poor-quality disconnected
facilities were simply not good enough
and more space needed to be allocated
for cycling. 'If we are to truly make
people on bikes feel safer and reduce
the potential for conflict between
road users we need high-quality, fullysegregated routes in all towns and
cities, built to clear and consistent
design standards, and properly enforced
20mph speed limits on quieter streets.
Anything less than this and cycling will
continue to be confined to the brave.'
For more information about the ‘One in
a Million’ campaign and more information
and tips on starting to cycle, visit
britishcycling.org.uk/womenscycling

of disabled cyclists have
worried about having
their benefits reduced or
withdrawn because of
being physically active.*

£319m
could be saved by the NHS
over the next 21 years if
cycling in seven major UK
cities becomes as popular
as it is in London.†

BLOG OF THE QUARTER
electricbikeblog.com

‘Many people make a decision
to commute by e-bike. These
people are not cheating, they
are just figuring out how to
live their lives in a smart and
efficient way.’
Joe Goodwill (aka Average Joe
Cyclist) and his wife Maggie Neilson
have been writing about cycling
since 2008 and their e-bike blog is
a mine of information on riding an
electric bike (worth noting though
that it's Canadian, so there are
some differences from the UK).
The post Are Electric Bikes Cheating?
is an excellent takedown of e-bike
snobs and demonstrates some of
the many ways e-bikes enable more
people to cycle.
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*Source: Wheels for Wellbeing survey, published 2 December 2018. †Sustrans report, “Transforming Cities: The potential of everyday cycling, published 28 January 2019.

NATIONAL NEWS

LOCAL NEWS

Campaign win at Elizabeth Way roundabout as new
designs are drawn up for GCP’s Milton Road scheme
In January 2019, the Greater Cambridge
Partnership held a workshop to explore
some new designs that are being
explored for Milton Road following last
year’s public consultation. The next Local
Liaison Forum (LLF) is just after we go
to print, on 18 February, but this is the
latest update on the project:
• Big win at Elizabeth Way roundabout,
now with segregated footways and
cycleways all around. The older design
that squashed together pedestrians
and cyclists was engineered so that
two HGVs could drive side-by-side
as they circulated the roundabout.
This may make sense at a motorway
junction, but is entirely inappropriate
for a residential neighbourhood.
Dropping that feature opened up
much more space for people.
• The shared-use pavement proposal
on the northwest side of the road has
been limited to the section between
Highworth Avenue and Ascham Road.
• New crossings are added with signals
at Westbrook Drive and Downham’s
Lane, and without signals at
Woodhead Drive.

One of the draft design ideas for the Arbury Road junction.
• The cycle lane approaching Gilbert
Road on the outbound side of the road
has regained a protective buffer from
motor traffic.
• The Arbury Road junction design is still
being finalised. There is a technical
debate going on because strict
application of odd and out-of-date
regulations would require signs that
ban people from making a left turn
while cycling here. This severe step
flies in the face of all common sense

and is obviously unreasonable and
unnecessary, but that’s what happens
when the rules haven’t kept up with
the times. We look forward to hearing
at the LLF how this will be sorted.
• The consulting team now has a
dedicated landscape architect who is
working up various proposals.

Follow the latest Milton Road news
on Cyclescape thread 4530.

NEWS IN PICTURES

Happy 15th birthday Get involved with the Sustrans Big Pedal

to the Jane Coston cycle
bridge between Milton and
Cowley Road which opened
on 18 May 2004.
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between 25 March and 5 April. It's the UK's largest
inter-school cycling, walking and scooting challenge and
there are lots of prizes to be won! Find out more and sign
up your school at sustrans.org.uk/bigpedal
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OWL Bikes have moved

to the Papworth Trust's centre
in Hawthorn Way, Cambridge.
Find out how to support them at
papworthtrust.org.uk/owl-bikes

WHAT’S HAPPENING NEAR YOU

TALKING POINTS

LATEST CONSULTATIONS

What’s happened to the city’s Ofo bike scheme?

East-West Rail route

The Chinese dockless bike-sharing
company, Ofo, has now ceased operating
in the UK. It has left behind many of its
distinctive bright yellow step-through
bikes on the streets of Cambridge, and
many other UK cities.
Ofo arrived in Cambridge in April
2017. The dockless nature of the
Ofo bikes meant you had to use a
smartphone app to find and unlock
bikes near you. It charged an hourly
fee, and you could leave the bike
anywhere you liked. Unfortunately, this
meant many bikes were left blocking
pavements and pathways. Camcycle
originally raised these as potential
issues back in March 2017, along
with the potential for vandalised bikes
abandoned on the streets and verges
of the city. Ofo originally said they
would pick up reported bikes within

12 hours, but there were reports of
bikes not being picked up for several
days. It soon became apparent that
some people knew how to unlock the
bikes without using the official app and once opened, the lock could easily
be removed from the bike. In some
parts of town it was more common to
see such a ‘liberated’ Ofo bike than one
still under company control.
Originally founded in 2014 by
members of the Peking University
Cycling Club, Ofo had raised over US$2
billion from several rounds of funding.
It expanded internationally in 2017
and at its peak had deployed over 10
million bikes in 250 cities worldwide.
Over-expansion, however, meant it
suffered financially in 2018 owing to
high operating costs, and the company
drastically reduced its international
operations. The initial withdrawal
from UK cities, including Cambridge,
happened in July 2018 as they focused
operations on London. In January 2019,
Ofo left London too.
Mobike, a rival dockless bikesharing scheme, arrived in Cambridge
in June 2018, just before Ofo’s official
withdrawal. It remains operating in the
city, with 100 orange-wheeled bikes.
Adam Jenkins

Could air pollution concerns be the key to
unlocking better transport infrastructure?
Air pollution has been regularly in the
news over the past few months as
evidence mounts of its health impacts.
Deaths from asthma have risen over
25% in a decade and a recent scientific
study concluded that exposure to
air pollution was as bad for pregnant
women as smoking in increasing the
risk of miscarriage. Another piece of
new research found that young people
were three to four times more likely to
have depression at 18 if they had been
exposed to high levels of air pollution at
age 12.
The government’s Clean Air Strategy,
launched in January, was criticised for

proposing nothing new to tackle pollution
from road transport, but respondents
to Cambridge City Council’s Air Quality
Action Plan consultation last year called
for more ambitious steps. The three most
frequent suggestions for ensuring better
air quality were to improve bus services,
improve infrastructure for cyclists and to
reduce traffic.
On Thursday 17 January, the city
council signed up to the Oxford
Charter for Cleaner Air which calls for
the government to lead on the issue,
removing polluting vehicles from city
centres and investing in active travel.
Anna Williams

CLOSES 11 MARCH

The East-West Rail project aims
to provide a direct link between
Cambridge and Oxford and could
open up multi-modal options for
those working and cycling in the area.

Give your feedback on the
proposed route options at
eastwestrail.co.uk/haveyoursay

Residents’ Parking
Schemes: Benson North
CLOSES 15 MARCH

Have your say on proposed parking
restrictions for this area of West
Cambridge and ask for new spaces
for cycle parking too.

Complete the survey and find out
more at tinyurl.com/bensonnorth

New wheelsports
tracks at Chesterton
and Trumpington
recreation grounds
CLOSES 17 MARCH

The city council is proposing to
install new wheelsports tracks
on Chesterton and Trumpington
recreation grounds to encourage
play and sport opportunities for
4 to 12-year-olds. Your comments
will help finalise the designs and
carry the proposals forward to
implementation.

Complete the survey and find out
more at tinyurl.com/wheelsports

Cambourne to Cambridge
public transport project
CLOSES 31 MARCH

Proposals for a public transport link
and Park & Ride facility between
Cambourne and Cambridge include
new walking and cycling facilities.

Complete the survey at
tinyurl.com/cambournetocambridge
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LOCAL NEWS

PLANNING APPLICATIONS

18/1195/REM
New ‘cycle friendly’
residence in Eddington

Aerial view of the proposed expansion area (background image: ARUP for Wellcome).

S/4329/18/OL Wellcome
Genome Campus expansion
We objected to this application because
it has proposed a large expansion of the
existing campus onto the triangle of
greenfield land between the A11, the
A1301 and the A505. This would become
a massively motor-centric development
despite their best intentions, attracting
thousands of new car trips onto the
nearby roads. It is over 1.5 miles from
any railway station and would be very
difficult to serve using public transport.
Instead of expanding in a difficult location
that would damage the environment we
recommended instead using brownfield
locations near railway stations such
as Whittlesford Parkway (which is due
for some much needed upgrades to
accessibility) where sustainable transport
would have a chance.
However, should the district council
decide to grant permission to this site
then we pointed out a few additional
problems. At the core of the plan is a
proposal to turn the A1301 into an urban
street rather than a rural distributor road.
That would involve lowering the speed
limit, adding shared-use pavements,
and facing buildings onto the street

16
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to create an urban environment. We
have pointed out that this proposal
violates the principles of Sustainable
Safety as practised in the Netherlands.
It introduces incompatible uses onto
the A1301, which will have to retain its
distributor functionality to some extent.
That means it is likely that motorists will
be tempted to speed and put people
walking and cycling at risk. Instead, we
have recommended keeping the A1301
in its distributor role and creating new,
smaller streets for buildings and the
urban environment, without heavy
volumes of motor traffic passing
through. Of course, those smaller streets
would still need to be connected with
a walking and cycling grid to allow foot
and cycle traffic to circulate easily. We
also pointed out that should the North
Uttlesford development proceed there
will be a very strong desire line between
the two projects, which are either side
of the A11. Without a proper walking
and cycling bridge, though, they might
as well be on the opposite ends of the
earth as far as sustainable transport
is concerned. Therefore both projects
should contribute to ensuring safe and
grade-separated links for walking and
cycling between them.

Back in July, developers proposed an
interesting concept for a new residential
apartment building in Eddington. It would
have abundant cycle parking and facilities
at the ground floor and basement, but it
would also be designed to make it easy
to take your bike upstairs into your flat
and park it there if you liked. We were
supportive of the concept, but pointed
out several significant flaws in the design,
including mistakes made with the cycle
parking layout, overly steep access
ramps, insufficient headroom above the
ramps, and potential safety issues with
ramp usage. At the end of January the
developers published their latest revisions
and it appears that they have incorporated
all of our recommended fixes.

18/1930/FUL
Redevelopment of Mill Lane
We’ve objected to the planning
application for Mill Lane redevelopment
for student accommodation, facilities
and commercial units. The application
includes an inappropriate ‘courtesy
crossing’ on Trumpington Street that
would not give pedestrians the required
priority, and includes insufficient cycle
parking, inappropriate designs for car
traffic-calming and an underestimation of
the number of cycling and walking trips.
Cambridge County Council Highways
recommended refusal of the application
and Cambridge Past Present and Future
have also objected, with similar concerns
about the treatment of traffic around
the development.
The junction of Mill Lane, Trumpington
Street and Pembroke Street is notoriously
difficult and dangerous for people cycling
and we would like to see a radical
reprioritisation here as part of this project.
Read more about the Mill Lane
redevelopment and join the discussion
on Cyclescape thread 4512

PLANNING APPLICATIONS AND COMMITTEES

S/4824/18/VC Variation to office and retail
building near Cambridge North Station
In November 2017 we campaigned against a previous
application for this building on the grounds that it would
destroy the existing segregated cycleway leading to Cambridge
North station. That application was then refused and later
resubmitted as S/4478/17/FL with the cycleway intact and
substantial improvements to cycle parking.

CITY AND COUNTY COUNCIL
COMMITTEES
We encourage campaign members to attend council
meetings to find out more about local developments and
speak up on behalf of active travel.
Planning Committee and Area Committee meetings
often include cycling and walking issues. Development
Control Forum and Joint Development Control
Committee meetings determine planning applications
relating to major housing development proposals.
You can usually find agendas online about a week in
advance at www.cambridge.gov.uk/democracy. Please
check the website in case meetings have been cancelled,
or times or venues changed.
Cambridge City Joint Area Committee
4 June at 4.30pm in the Kreis Viersen Room, Shire Hall,
Cambridge CB3 0AP.
Development Control Forum
13 March at 10am in Committee Room 1 & 2,
The Guildhall, Market Square, Cambridge CB2 3QJ
(to be confirmed).
East Area Committee
4 April at 7pm – location to be confirmed.

While a new office and retail building is constructed at Cambridge
North station, cyclists will be diverted via the Busway path.
Since then the applicants have been keeping in touch with us
about changes to the building and their ramifications, which are
now submitted as a variation application S/4824/18/VC. Much
of the cycle parking has been moved into the basement owing
to building changes; however, they are keeping at least twelve
cargo-cycle spaces at ground level for people who need them.
There will be a dedicated stairwell with two cycle-wheeling
ramps. The gradient will be slightly worse than required so
they intend to install motorised assistance mechanisms on
the wheeling ramps. They have checked tracking diagrams
of cycle movements to ensure easy access onto and off the
ramps. This will hopefully prevent a repeat of the 1 Station
Square fiasco. Outside the building, during construction works
the cycleway will have to be dug up to install utilities, before
being resurfaced into its final, fully-delivered condition. Several
pre-existing problems with the cycleway should hopefully be
fixed, and the county council has been given money to create
bridges to Cowley Road across the public drain, thus finally
providing that protected cycleway link between the industrial
estate on Cowley Road and the station. However this work will
continue until December 2020, so a diversion will be put in via
the Busway path. It is an unfortunate closure but unavoidable,
and we are looking forward to a greatly improved cycleway that
will be ready for all the new development expected around it.

Greater Cambridge Partnership Executive Board
20 March at 4pm in the Council Chamber,
South Cambridgeshire Hall, Cambourne CB23 6EA.
Greater Cambridge Partnership Joint Assembly
27 February at 2pm in the Council Chamber,
The Guildhall, Market Square, Cambridge CB2 3QJ;
6 June at 2pm in the Council Chamber,
South Cambridgeshire Hall, Cambourne CB23 6EA.
Joint Development Control Committee
– Cambridge Fringes
20 March at 10.30am in Committee Room 1 & 2,
The Guildhall, Market Square, Cambridge CB2 3QJ.
North Area Committee
7 March at 6.30pm in Shirley Primary School,
Nuffield Road, Cambridge CB4 1TF.
Planning Committee
6 March and 3 April at 10am in Committee Room 1 & 2,
The Guildhall, Market Square, Cambridge CB2 3QJ.
South Area Committee
8 April at 7pm in the Wilkinson Room, St John the
Evangelist Church, Hills Road, Cambridge CB2 8RN.
West Central Area Committee
14 March at 7pm in the Meeting Room,
Wesley Methodist Church, Christ’s Pieces, CB1 1LG.

Would you like to get involved by helping us respond to planning applications? Trustee Matthew Danish recently ran a workshop
for volunteers; you can view his slides and find out more about supporting Camcycle in this way at Cyclescape thread 4290
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How do we solve a problem like Station Square?

One of the slides from our the presentation Camcycle gave at the Development Control Forum, incorporating comments from social media.
Camcycle was one of three petitioners
who
successfully
convened
a
Development
Control
Forum
on
16 January regarding the planning
application 18/1678/FUL for a new
office building, hotel and multi-storey
car park adjacent to the existing Cycle
Point. The topics for discussion included
the problems with noise, pollution and
safety across the entire station area,
including Great Northern Road, not to
mention the fundamental question: how
are you supposed to cycle safely from
one end to the other?

How are you supposed to
cycle safely from one end of
the station area to the other?
A week before the forum we asked
people on social media to send us
comments, and we got a bucket-load.
From the ‘mini-roundabout of death’ with
10,000 car movements per day to the
‘narrow, snarled-up gully’ and ‘death-bytaxi’, we incorporated these comments
into our presentation at the Guildhall.
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We highlighted the insanity of inviting
more and more cars to drive into the
centre of Cambridge to park, and the
impending commitment to build 1,000
more cycle parking spaces by 2020,
which seems to be slipping completely
off the agenda. We also noted that by
proposing to cut two new access roads
in front of the station entrance they
would be endangering tens of thousands
of people walking to and from their
trains. The transport consultants’ own
models predict that crowds of people
seven-deep would form waiting to cross
the stream of taxis. Somehow, with all
that added chaos, the Chisholm Trail is
supposed to cross through here as well.
As of this writing we do not know
when the application will go to the
planning committee, but we would
expect sometime in the next few months.
One glimmer of hope is that, most
recently, the county highways authority
has submitted comments objecting to
the two new accesses cut in front of the
station. It seems there is a good chance
that substantial revisions will be needed
and hopefully for the better.
Matthew Danish

YOUR THOUGHTS
I frequently cycle across the bridge
and want to continue along the
guided busway and vice versa. I have
got no idea how cyclists are meant
to connect those two important
parts of cycle infrastructure.
Amélie, on Facebook
It's nearly impossible to cycle safely
across, nasty to walk across and
pretty gnarly to drop off via car.
James, on Twitter
Dodging the cars as I leave the
station is probably the low point of
my visits to Cambridge. I'm not sure
the city authorities realise what a
horrible welcome this is for visitors
and how much it must hurt tourism.
M, on Facebook
The biggest issue I have with
the station square area is the
horrendous pollution.
Henry, via email
Read more on Cyclescape 2838

UPDATE ON KEY CAMPAIGNS

Mill Road bridge closure the ideal opportunity to
collect data that informs the future of the street

The railway bridge ‘closure’ provides
Mill Road with a once-in-a-generation
opportunity to ‘trial a change’. The
temporary change must be big enough
to tell us something, but not so big as to
be unrealistic to continue with in some
form, and we must collect the right data
to enable a debate about what to do next,
rather than a debate about the data.
If we identify and roughly rank
Mill Road’s transport problems, throughtraffic (that adds nothing to local business
and isn’t created by residents) would seem
to be the highest priority to address. The
bridge closure gives us that opportunity,
but it must be supported by a properly
designed study that starts by deciding
what questions it wants to answer (e.g.
where is motor traffic displaced to, how
much traffic evaporation takes place,
how does foot and bike use change, what
happens to air quality and trade figures),
and then collects data to answer those
questions.
With motor vehicles unable to cross
the bridge, there will be some change to
car-borne resident behaviour – we need
to know how much and design that in.
We could go further and, by using plate
recognition, build up data that tells us
how many residents, delivery vehicles
and incoming visitors are moving about at
different times. That could then be used
to answer questions about the effect of
evening ‘street scene’ speed limit changes
or temporary re-routing, delivery time
restrictions or bigger delivery windows.

Of course the severing of a bus route
is problematic; it is a change that is too
extreme to suggest that it should remain
after reopening. The answer is to run
something as close to a replacement as
possible (perhaps minibuses from Perne
Road to the foot of the bridge and from
the Petersfield foot to the other end,
with an electric shuttle cart crossing the
temporary bridge). I would hazard that
even that complexity is no slower than
the bus during most of the daytime.
After the closure, the data need to
be publicly available (but anonymous of
course) and the analysis and presentation
should be open and peer-reviewed.
In summary then, we need to design
the data collection with our questions
in mind, we need to put in temporary
solutions to the things that wouldn’t
form part of any proportionate plan in
the future, and we need an open process
where we can play around with the data
and ask 'what if'.

Finally, ‘evidence’. I realise that the
traders association is concerned about a
drop in revenue. My profession is not this
kind of thing (although it is in evidence
for decision-making that has similar
challenges), but I lived in Whittlesey 25
years ago when something similar on a
smaller scale was proposed for the high
street, and it was the case then that all the
properly-conducted and peer-reviewed
studies showed that when motor traffic
was reduced and other transport forms
increased, revenue went up. That, to me,
seems an easy win – get a research group
to review and feed back on the available
evidence. Then design the Mill Road bridge
closure experiment in the same way.
I’m not an advocate of any outcome,
but I do know that the peer-reviewed
evidence on the effects of air quality and
noise on human health is compelling
enough to warrant significant investment
in getting the data we all need to make
an informed community decision. Let’s
decide what questions we want to
answer (not what solutions we envisage),
collect data to answer the questions (be
they ones about traffic, air quality, trade
figures or perceptions) and then let’s see
what it can tell us. This way, we can avoid
any of us promoting a solution without
fully understanding its impacts.
This article by Steve Gibson has been
slightly abridged. The original piece was
first published on 18 November as a
comment on the Mill Road Bridges website
(mill-road.com) and is republished here
with the kind permission of the author.

DATA UPDATE: FINDING OUT MORE ABOUT MILL ROAD
Our campaigning about data seems to be paying off as, at the start of the year,
the county council issued a request for quotations for traffic counts with a view
to gathering data about through-traffic before and during the bridge closure.
It specifies that the traffic sensors used must be capable of collecting pedestrian and
cycle data and will carry out counts 24 hours a day along key transport corridors.
A separate investigation into changes in air quality is also underway.
Meanwhile Camcycle continues to work with volunteers and students from
Cambridge Hub on our own data-gathering projects including interviews with
traders and customers along Mill Road.
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Outspoken and Zedify are proud to sign up to
Camcycle’s new business partners programme
Camcycle welcomes Outspoken Cycles, Outspoken Training
and Zedify to our local business partners programme.
We’re working with the Outspoken businesses to develop
our new partners programme which provides local businesses
who support our work and our aims with bespoke packages
including social media publicity, discount on magazine
advertising, dedicated news from Camcycle and employee
discounts on Camcycle membership.
Mark Searle, manager at Outspoken Cycles said “Outspoken
and Zedify are incredibly proud to partner with Camcycle
and show our support for the great work they do. Working in
the same building, we’ve been able to watch Camcycle grow
and see their fantastic work across Cambridge and beyond.
Camcycle’s goals of better, safer and more cycling in and around
Cambridge chime closely across all the work we do, from zero
emission last-mile deliveries, through to cycling training and
Dr Bikes in Cambridge businesses.”

Learn more about our bespoke partnership programme by
getting in touch at contact@camcycle.org.uk
Find out more about Outspoken and Zedify at
camcycle.org.uk/supporters

Could you be our next summer intern?

Our paid summer internship is back
again in 2019 and we are excited to hear
from candidates who are passionate
about everyday cycling. This is a great
opportunity for someone to bring their
own knowledge, energy and commitment
to their work for our charity, while
developing skills and experience that will
prepare them for future careers. This is
an eight-week programme beginning
in July, although we can be flexible on
dates and working hours to ensure it is
open to as many candidates as possible.
The intern will be working alongside our
Executive Director, Roxanne De Beaux,
and Communications and Community
Officer, Anna Williams, in addition to
our team of volunteers. The successful
candidate will spend their time working
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on a key strategic project, our Cambridge
Festival of Cycling and providing general
support for our campaigning work.
Activities are likely to include project
planning and management, reviewing
planning applications, market research,
event organisation and communications
including content creation and social
media. We will work with the candidate
to plan activities that focus on the skills
they would like to develop for their
chosen career.
We’re dedicated to providing a
programme of a high standard which will
be beneficial for the intern’s professional
development. De Beaux says: 'As a
charitable organisation, we believe it is
important that any internship we offer
should be paid, high-quality, open and
accessible. Our intern will be a valuable
contributor to our team and we look
forward to their work making a real
impact on our goals.'
Last year's summer intern, Emma
Pritchard (left), said, 'When I started
my internship, I wasn’t really sure what
to expect. I wanted to learn a lot more
about local policy and how it works.
What I learned is that a small group of

local people that are enthusiastic and
passionate can make a huge amount
of difference. As part of my internship
I was majorly involved in organising the
Cambridge Festival of Cycling, a really
awesome month of events in September.
I was really pleased to be a part of it,
getting stuck into the planning, the
management and speaking to loads of
new people – traders, businesses and
lots and lots of cyclists!'
Applicants are asked to include with
their application a video of up to two
minutes in length explaining why they
are interested in interning with Camcycle
and how they will help our work for
more, better and safer cycling.
To apply, please send your completed
application form, CV and video (or link
to video) to contact@camcycle.org.uk.
Applications close midnight, 7 April
2019. Interviews will be scheduled
week commencing 1 April.
Anticipated start date is 8 July.

For more information about our
summer internship programme, please
visit camcycle.org.uk/internship

CAMCYCLE EVENTS

Call for sponsors and events for the
2019 Cambridge Festival of Cycling
After an amazing success in 2018, the
Cambridge Festival of Cycling is back for
September 2019 and will be even bigger
and better. Camcycle is coordinating
this month-long programme of cycling
fun which is already filling up. Popular
events like the Cargo Carnival and picnic
social ride will be back, along with some
exciting new activities.
Cambridge Independent will join
us again as media partners, providing
coverage of the festival and cycling
issues in their September editions. Event
sponsors Outspoken and Power to the
Pedal will also be returning to support
the Cargo Carnival. If your organisation
would like to sponsor the festival or one
of the events, please get in touch now.
The festival aims to celebrate everything
about cycling in Cambridge, from everyday
cycling, family cycling, diversity of cycling,

sports cycling and cycle touring, to
the history, science and art of cycling.
Community groups and organisations are
invited to submit their own events.
Previous events have included social
cycle rides, cycle try-outs, movie nights,
photography exhibitions, and guest
speakers. We’re particularly keen to see
events that promote and celebrate the
diversity of cycling in Cambridge and
events which encourage new people to
try cycling. There is no charge to include
your event in the festival, but donations to
Camcycle are certainly appreciated to help
fund the efforts to produce the festival.

VOTE BIKE IN 2019!

Space for Cycling ride
Saturday 13 April

Our next social will be on Tuesday 12 March at the Alex pub (formerly the Alexandra Arms)
on Gwydir Street. We will be there from 6.30pm, but feel free to pop in at any time.
We will have our own dedicated space in the Garden Room at the back and burgers
and drinks can be purchased at the bar.
We extend a special invitation to new members and supporters who would like to
learn more about us, but don’t worry, this is a social – we won’t just talk about cycling!

What do we want? ‘Space for Cycling!’.
What will we do? ‘Vote Bike!’.
Join us for our Space for Cycling
ride on Saturday 13 April when we
will cycle through the city centre,
to Cambridge Station, and then
along Mill Road to raise awareness
of the need for Space for Cycling in
Cambridge.
Meet in front of the Guildhall at
10am for a 10.30am departure. We
will finish the ride at about 11.30am
at Parker's Piece where participants
can join us for an informal picnic if
they wish (please bring your own
food). We would love to see local
election candidates, councillors and
business leaders participating in
the ride to learn more about why
better cycling infrastructure is so
important.
All are welcome on this ride;
however, please be aware that
at times we will be riding on busy
roads congested with motor traffic.
We’re encouraging other cycling
campaigns in the region to hold rides
in their own towns and villages and
we know that other cities around
the UK are also organising Space for
Cycling rides.

Join us for the 2019 bank holiday ride to Reach

Keep up to date with plans for this
ride at camcycle.org.uk/events

For more information about
sponsorship, listing your event or
volunteering at the festival, please
email contact@camcycle.org.uk

SOCIAL EVENTS THIS SPRING

All are welcome to Camcycle's spring social

Bank holiday Monday 6 May: round up friends, colleagues, or family and enjoy a leisurely
14km ride through the countryside to the village of Reach for the Reach Fair.
Why not come as a group with a theme, a colour or the logo of your business?
We meet at the Guildhall at 9am and will depart at 10am sharp. There
are several meeting points along the way, including the Green Dragon
Bridge and Newmarket Road Park & Ride; we will list additional locations
on our website as we find out about them. Ely Cycling Campaign are
meeting at 9am to ride from Ely station. Perhaps you could organise
a ride from your school, village or workplace too? This year the led
return ride from Reach will depart from the cycle parking area at 3pm
so that we have more time to enjoy the fair.
We welcome Continental Tyres as ride sponsors, working with
Outspoken Cycles to deliver cycle mechanic support. We also thank
the City Council for their ongoing support of the event.

To find out more follow us on Twitter at @ReachRide or visit camcycle.org.uk/ReachRide

Election survey
We will be producing another
election survey for the city council
elections this May. If you have a
cycling-related question you would
like answered by candidates in your
city council ward, please post it
to Cyclescape or email it to us at
contact@camcycle.org.uk. The survey
responses will be posted on our
website in April.

View candidates' responses to our
survey at camcycle.org.uk/elections
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CREATING PLACES

for people
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Image: housing proposal for North-West
Cambridge, 5th Studio

The design and layout of any new development is
critical to how the new residents travel around.
Do they always drive a car, do they sometimes choose
to walk or cycle, or do they use public transport?
The placement of key buildings, such as schools and
businesses, the layout of the streets and paths that
connect to those buildings, and the design of spaces
to welcome people into the development are critical
to the success of any new place.

NEW DEVELOPMENTS

M

ost new developments around
Cambridge fail to deliver most
of the promised community.
They lack social cohesion owing to too
much traffic going through the middle
of where people live, designing most of
the infrastructure for those who have
a car and failing to make it easy to walk
or cycle within the development. They
includes ‘cycleways’ around the outside
as if cycling is only used for exercise and
not for going to school or the shops or the
bus stop or station.
In this article we will show how a
development can be structured, key
buildings placed, and cars and people
accommodated
without
forcing
everybody to drive. We will use examples
from other places to show how a
successful community can be created.
And, despite many current developers
seeming to be under the presumption that
the planning system prefers the broken
car-first development model. We'll show
that places that put people first even allow
developers to make lots more money.

People and not traffic
If we consider a new development with
10,000 dwellings, where each dwelling
has two cars and these are driven
independently to a remote place of work,
then that is 40,000 vehicle movements
a day through the development. This
ignores the evening trips to visit friends,
or to go shopping, so this is a generous
approximation. In South Cambridgeshire
only about 70% of adults are economically
active, which would reduce this number
to 28,000 cars a day. These cars have
to be accommodated both on the roads
within the development and on the road
network outside. This is why places like
Cambourne and Northstowe that have
been designed to encourage the use of
the car have had new dual carriageways
built or existing dual carriageways
widened in a futile attempt to deal with
all this traffic.
Back in the 1960s, the impact of car
traffic on streets wasn't well understood,
and maybe it still isn't. In San Francisco,
California, a study was undertaken by
urban design professor Donald Appleyard
on three streets with different levels of
traffic: the first on a quiet street with just

Illustration from 'Driven To Excess: Impacts of Motor Vehicles on the Quality of Life of
Residents of Three Streets in Bristol UK' by Joshua Hart and Prof. Graham Parkhurst,
a study inspired by the work carried out in San Francisco by Professor Donald Appleyard.
2,000 cars a day moving along it, with a
peak of 200 cars an hour; the second on
a busy street with 8,000 cars a day, with
a peak of 550 cars an hour; the third on a
main road with 16,000 cars a day, with a
peak of 1,900 cars an hour. Appleyard's
research is critical to understanding why
throwing as much traffic as possible
through the middle of a development is
anti-social.

Appleyard discovered
that on quiet streets with
little car traffic there was
more social cohesion
Appleyard discovered that on quiet
streets with little car traffic there was
more social cohesion. People knew their
neighbours and chatted all the time.

On average they knew over nine people
and were friends with three of them.
On busy streets, the residents knew just
over five people and had on average 1.3
friends. On main roads they knew just
over four people and had less than one
friend on average. Car traffic is anti-social.
In 2011 a similar study was conducted
by Hart and Packhurst in Bristol with
pretty much the same results. Streets with
less traffic meant people had more friends
and acquaintances. The more people you
know the friendlier is the place where you
live, the more pride you will take in your
street, and the more likely you will be to
allow children to play in the street with
their friends.
The same is true when travelling
between parts of a settlement. The main
barriers to movement, especially of
vulnerable people like the very young and
very old, are the main roads. In a typical
new development these main roads go
through the middle of the development,
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capturing all the car traffic and funnelling
it past people’s homes. This divides the
settlement into blocks of car-dominated
streets segregated by very busy main roads
that are difficult and dangerous to cross.

Out and around
The best way to resolve the above problem
is to separate the mass movement of cars
from the majority of people. The proven
method to achieve this is something
called segmentation. This model has been
applied in many places, including Houten
in the Netherlands, Ghent in Belgium,
Bar Hill, and central Cambridge. The only
differences between these are the areas
covered and the sizes of the segments.
A segment is an area where for each
dwelling there is only one route to and
from a main road. This immediately means
that there is no through traffic within
any segment. If you need to travel from
one segment to another, you first have
to leave your current segment, access
the main road network that links the
segments, and then enter the destination
segment at its access point.
Bar Hill is a local example of how this
works, although with walking as the
alternative mode of transport and little
provision for cycling. There is an external
ring road with no expectation that people
would walk along that road (although
people still do because of a lack of
permeability between segments) and each
access point allows vehicular access to

Map of Bar Hill (Bar Hill Residents' Association).
only a small segment of the development.
Replicating this model, but with properlydesigned internal cycleways and safe
ring-road crossing points could radically
improve a new development.
The real key to this segment model
is that there should be plenty of
permeability between segments for
sustainable modes of transport. There
should be footways, cycleways, and
public transport connections between
segments. This allows people to move
quickly from one segment to another
without having to use any busy or main
road. The shops, amenities and public
spaces should face the footways and
cycleways, thus ensuring that public life
takes place where people are walking and
cycling, providing vitality and improved
personal security.

This model is also cheaper for a
developer to deliver. The main roads
themselves don't need a lot of cycle or
pedestrian infrastructure as all they are
designed to do is move cars as quickly
and safely as possible away from where
people live to other places. This means
that these roads are narrower than in a
typical development, taking up less land
area and being less expensive to build.
These main roads can typically have a
7.5m-wide single carriageway. In the
Netherlands they would also place a
central reservation down the middle to
prevent dangerous overtaking.
This main road will be noisy and
polluting, and therefore best separated
from buildings with either a physical
berm or a sound wall. There will be places
along the main road where pedestrian
or cycle crossings will be necessary,
for example to access neighbouring
settlements. These can be provided at
key points either using signalised or
priority crossings, or by using bridges.

The key to the
segment model is that
there should be plenty
of permeability between
segments for sustainable
modes of transport

Two maps of Houten in the Netherlands: the first shows dedicated cycle routes and streets that can be cycled due to low traffic volumes and
the second shows main roads and streets that can be driven along.
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To illustrate how such a development
model works in practice, let's see how
those principles could be applied to the
Waterbeach New Town.
The basic constraints of the
development include a new station to the
southeast of the site, but northeast of the
existing village, and access points from
the A10 to the southwest and northwest
of the site. There are some features that
could easily be retained, such as the lake
to the west side of the site, and there
should be easy access to Denny Abbey on
foot and cycle.
The segment model will work best with
a single cycle route through the middle
along an east-west axis. All the segments
will touch but never cross this main
cycleway. The main roads will go from
the northwest access point, along the
north of the development to the railway
and then turn south to allow access to the
station area. A separate main road will go
from the southwest access point along the
south side of the development and allow
access to the station area. There won’t be
a through route for private car traffic.
Between the main roads and the spine
cycleway are the segments. The edges of
the segments will typically be defined by
additional cycleways that allow access to
different parts of the new development
and the old village on a mainly north-south
axis. This creates a grid of cycleways with
a 250 to 500 metre spacing.
If you want to drive out of the
development, you first walk to your car
and then drive away on slow quiet streets
shared with people walking and cycling.
You would access the main road at the
junction for your segment at which point
you can drive at a higher speed around
the edge of the development away from
anybody walking or cycling. The trip length
would be a little bit longer than taking a
more direct route, but the time required
would be less, owing to the faster speeds
of travel on the majority of the route, and
the pollution would be lower, owing to
the less frequent stopping and starting
that would be required by driving through
an urban area.
However, driving is not the transport
mode that is encouraged. Access to the
railway station would be quicker and easier

Image: South Cambridgeshire District Council

Waterbeach New Town

The proposed spatial framework for Waterbeach New Town (above) could be improved by
using the segment model and removing through routes for motor traffic.
by cycle than by car for the majority of the
development's residents. If you wished
to travel to Addenbrooke’s, assuming the
new Cambridge South station is built,
then you would just hop on one of your
bicycles, cycle away from the main road
to a cycleway between the segments,
then to the main spine cycleway, and then
towards the station where plenty of cycle
parking would be available.

Reducing car trips
There are other proven techniques for
reducing the desire to drive trivially
short trips. Remote car parking is one of
the best. Freiburg, Germany, built a new
development with lots of car parking,
but all of it was in multi-storey car
parks remote from where people lived.
They also required that the car parking
spaces were purchased at market value,
around €22,500, along with an annual
maintenance charge.

Remote car parking is
a proven technique for
reducing short trips by car
Unfortunately, the size of the parking
structures far exceeded the demand
now that car parking was not subsidised.
Whilst the average level of car ownership
in the region is approximately 600 cars
per 1,000 population, the level of car
ownership in this new development is

less than 200. However, residents do
have easy access to an excellent public
transport network closer than the car
park and the highest levels of cycling in
the area, because walking a couple of
hundred metres to a car park to drive a
mile to the shops now takes longer than
just cycling there.
Sometimes people will go and buy
large volumes of stuff from supermarkets
and home furnishing stores. The streets
next to people’s houses would still allow
loading for up to 30 minutes. Deliveries
and loading and unloading cars as close as
possible to people's homes will therefore
still be allowed. In Freiburg, one parent
will walk to the car park, drive the car to
the house, load it up with children and
stuff before they all drive off.

Thinking of the children
A large proportion of people who move
into a new development cannot drive,
mainly because they are too young
to have a driving licence. However,
these people still need to be able to
move around the development, visit
their friends and go to school. The
development model allows the vast
majority of these trips to be conducted
on the segregated cycleways throughout
the development. This means that a
5-year-old child should be able to cycle,
accompanied by an adult or older sibling,
to primary school.
To achieve this, all the primary and
secondary schools and their associated
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cycle parking should be reached from
the cycleways and not the road network.
Cycle parking itself should be able to
accommodate every child cycling to
school, including adapted cycles that
could be used by disabled children. This
will also reduce the air pollution within
the schools themselves.
Secondary school age children should
then be able to cycle independently to
school. The schools will still need access
to the road network for deliveries, but
teacher parking could easily be provided
at a remote parking structure allowing the
teachers to walk the final hundred metres
or so to the school.

Infrastructure first

Conclusion
The building of a new development is
an opportunity for radical change in the
way people move around, both within the
development and across the surrounding
area. New developments should be
designed to reduce the requirement
to drive (especially for trivially short
journeys) by designing using the segment
model, by building cycleways between
the segments and by providing remote
car parking.

A new development is
an opportunity for radical
change in the way people
move around
All the key destinations should be
along the main cycleways, with the
primary and secondary schools, sixth
form college, main employment sites and
amenities and the railway station all being
more accessible from the cycleways than
the road network. The road network itself
should provide access to every building
by car, although car storage would be
provided at its true cost in remote parking
structures. Short trips – like taking the
children to Scouts or to football practice –
could be done more quickly and easily by
cycle and, if the children are old enough,
they could cycle by themselves completely
safely because the cycleway network is
unravelled from the car network.
Less land is then required for the main
road networks, both because fewer cars
will be driven, and because the majority

of the people moving around will be using
very space-efficient modes of transport.
This means that more land is available for
buildings that make the developers money.
These buildings can accommodate higher
density development because there are
fewer car trips per capita, and therefore
this model of development can provide
more affordable homes for people who
desperately need such housing with the
same level of investment in the rest of the
surrounding road network.
The development will be significantly
healthier than a typical new development,
with noise and air pollution levels
significantly lower in the areas where
people live. With all those children and
adults cycling around, obesity levels will be
lower, school attainment and productivity
will be higher, and road safety will be
significantly improved. The development
will be more attractive to potential new
residents as they will see children playing
in the streets, parents chatting to each
other, and people cycling and chatting
side by side going about their business.
Every new resident, regardless of their
age, should be given a new city bike to
allow them to move around.
I call this style of development ‘propeople’. All the homes and shops in the
development can be accessed by car, but
sustainable transport gets priority. The
majority of trips would be along quiet
cycleways and footways with lots of trees
and green space, with access to all the key
destinations. This style of development is
standard in the Netherlands and other
European countries, where they have
healthier and happier children and adults.
Robin Heydon

Image: Waterbeach New Town (RLW Estates)

When people first move into a new
development, they have to rethink how
they are going to move around, get to
work, go food shopping, and how they
would visit the hairdressers and other
local services. Unfortunately, most
new developments build the cycle
infrastructure last and this opportunity
for a cultural change is lost.
To rectify this, the main cycle spine
route must be built before any new
dwelling is occupied. This is a perfectly
safe thing to do, as all the construction
traffic would stay on the main roads, far
away from the spine of the development,
and within individual segments as they are
built out. If these segments were built from
the spine route towards the main road,
then the new residents can easily cycle
to the railway station safely regardless of
what construction is happening.
Bus routes can also be easily built
into the development. A direct bus route
alongside the spine cycleway could
allow access from the main station to
the employment and Park
& Ride site to the northwest
of the development. A local
bus service could also be run

around the outside of the development
along the main roads with frequent stops
at each segment to allow people to walk,
or cycle, a short distance to access the
public transport stops.

NEW DEVELOPMENTS

NEW DEVELOPMENTS:

living the dream?

What's it like to live in a new development in Cambridge? Have the promises of people-friendly streets
and secure cycle parking lived up to the reality? We asked five residents to share their experiences.
LILYWHITE DRIVE

In 2016 my family were fortunate enough
to move into a new home on the site of
the old Cambridge City Football Ground.
A selling point for us was a central
location from which both my wife and I
could cycle to work. The site has a long
planning history, with applications in
2006, 2011 and 2012 before the current
incarnation (marketed as 'Mitcham’s
Park' and now known as Lilywhite Drive)
was approved in 2014. The applications
were scrutinised by Camcycle members
and the past discussion (on Cyclescape
thread 1273) today makes interesting
reading for a current resident.

Cycle parking
One of the first things visitors to our
new home notice are the cycle sheds
conveniently located outside the front
door. The cycle parking for two- and threebedroom houses is within brick structures

with a living roof protruding from between
pairs of terraced houses. Sets of double
doors lead to areas for storing cycles and
wheelie bins. Cycles are secured via a wall
attachment, and there is just enough space
to store our cargo bike. It’s great to be able
to park cycles securely under cover, and to
be on the (dry!) saddle within seconds of
leaving the house. This arrangement also
provides some greenery and serves as
useful storage space for residents who do
not cycle.
The cycle parking is somewhat of
a novelty for visitors, especially those
from elsewhere in the country, who
usually comment on how ‘Cambridge’
it is. Providing secure and convenient
places to store cycles is a simple measure
to promote cycling, yet even in many
parts of Cambridge residents are faced
with cycles cluttering hallways, gardens
or pavements – something Camcycle’s
street cycle parking project is seeking

to address. In new builds, high quality
cycle parking is more common, thanks
to years of campaigning and responding
to planning applications by diligent
Camcycle volunteers.
The cycle parking isn’t perfect though.
The doors on the cycle sheds are quite
low and you need to bend down to get
inside and unlock a bike; I have banged
my head a few times! Although the
cycle sheds are meant to house three
standard adult bicycles, this involves
positioning one up against the other,
which invariably leads to pedals stuck in
spokes, cables tangled in handlebars, and
lots of huffing and puffing if you want to
extract the bicycle at the back. Really
then, it is possible to store only two
bicycles conveniently, which for a family
home is slightly limited, particularly for
those living car-free. Although our short
two-wheeled cargo bike fits in the shed,
it does take a bit of manoeuvring and
there is unlikely to be enough room for
longer two-wheeled or three-wheeled
cargo bikes. A walk around the block
reveals that several of my neighbours lock
their bicycles to the handles of the cycle
stores, presumably because the interior is
insufficient for their needs. For residents
in flats, some bicycles can be seen on

It's great to park cycles securely under cover,
but the space is a bit limited for a family home.
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private balconies, which suggests security
in the ground floor communal cycle stores
is a concern. Unfortunately, some of the
cycle sheds for the terraced houses suffer
from leaking roofs.

Lack of permeability with
surrounding streets
The development is served by a single
access route: a private road surrounding
the Westbrook Centre that leads to Milton
Road. On the Cyclescape discussion,
Camcycle members noted the lack
of permeability of the site with one
commenting that ‘destinations which,
as the crow flies, are only a few hundred
yards, turn into a major expedition’. I can
literally hear the tennis balls bouncing at
Chesterton Sports Centre, yet it would
be a 15-minute walk if I wanted to play
a set. Camcycle objected to expansion
of Chesterton Community College on
the grounds of a lack of consideration of
resident access to the Sports Centre from
Lilywhite Drive (Cyclescape 3483), but
unfortunately this concern was overlooked.
To a certain extent, the lack of
permeability was beyond the control of
the developers of Lilywhite Drive. They
did allow for potential future pedestrian
access to Greens Road, and there are
possible links between Westbrook Drive
and Gilbert Road, Corona Road and
Victoria Road. Unfortunately, it remains
uncertain when, if ever, these links will be
realised. The junction between Westbrook
Drive and Milton Road therefore remains,
for the foreseeable future, the only access
point to these 106 new homes. The new
residential use demands that this junction
should be as cycling- and walking-friendly
as possible: a fact that the Greater
Cambridge Partnership Milton Road
project team seem finally to be beginning
to understand.

Shared space
Much of the development follows a
shared-space model where the streets lack
pavements and people walking, cycling
and driving are expected to negotiate
priority. I am undecided as to how well
this works. On the one hand, traffic levels
in the development are pleasantly low so
that people walking and cycling can usually
enjoy their right to use the full street
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width, and it is great to see that children
are able to play out on the street. On the
other hand, when motor vehicles do enter
the development, drivers do not always
moderate their speed appropriately, and
the lack of physical separation can feel
intimidating at times. Some separate
pavements and paths do exist, including a
useful short cut between terraced houses
and across the main square. Perhaps the
separate pavements cause confusion for
visiting drivers, who expect the segregation
to continue throughout the street.

The generous car parking
provision seems to be at
odds with the council's
aspiration to reduce car use
Car parking
A rather large proportion of the site is
dedicated to car parking. Every house
has driveway parking, and larger 4- and
5- bedroom houses also have a garage.
The entire ground floor of a block
of flats is a car park, and various car
parking for both visitors and residents
is scattered throughout the rest of the
development. I understand that many
of my neighbours need or want to own
one or more cars; however the generous
provision does seem to be at odds with
the council’s aspiration to reduce car use
and promote sustainable transport, not
to mention an inefficient use of space in
a city with a housing shortage. Once the
car parking is there, it is often difficult
to use for anything else; as much as I’d
like to move my house a few metres
forward (sacrificing the driveway parking
to gain a larger garden), this of course
isn’t possible. Even building a shed for
additional cycle parking on the driveway
would require planning permission. The
car storage space is therefore wasted for
car-free families like ours, who end up
paying for something they don’t need.
Developers, the council, and objecting
neighbours who are worried about
overspill parking should appreciate that
while some can’t live without a parking
space, not every family needs or wants
car parking and not every home needs to
have it, even for family homes like ours.

A private access road built
for motor vehicles
The access road is poor for people
walking and cycling, something noted
in the Cyclescape discussion on the
2012 planning application (Cyclescape
492). At several points the pavements
are interrupted by lay-bys, service bays
and entrances to car parks. The high
kerbs are particularly difficult to navigate
on wheels, something that became
apparent after becoming parents and
walking a pram for the first time. The
road surface has crumbled under the
weight of construction traffic and has
several speed bumps that inconvenience
people cycling but do very little to slow
down motor vehicles. As the access road
is in private hands, it is not clear whom
to approach to fix these problems.
In the Cyclescape discussions and
comments on the planning applications,
Camcycle volunteers and members of the
public predicted many of the problems
with the development. Clearly, local
insight and scrutiny are a valuable part
of the planning process. Overall, despite
the problems noted it is a home that I
enjoy living in. I hope some of the issues
can be fixed over the coming years,
particularly the lack of permeability and
access to the development. I am grateful
to members of the public and volunteers
from Camcycle for responding to the
planning applications for the site, despite
never having any expectation of living
there or directly benefiting from the
improvements they fought for.
Nick Flynn

POSITIVES
• Covered secure cycle parking
• Low levels of motor traffic

COULD BE BETTER
• Permeability with surrounding
streets
• Access route for people walking
and cycling
• Cycle parking that allows
independent access to bicycles
• The option of a family home
without car parking

NEW DEVELOPMENTS
VIE DEVELOPMENT
We are a family of five, including three
children under the age of seven, and
we live in the Vie development in East
Chesterton. Cycling is our primary
means of transport, we don’t own a car,
and we are lucky to have good cycling
infrastructure – the Riverside bridge
– on our doorstep. Our home in the
Vie development has a lockable shed
joined to the house and able to hold
three adult bikes, three children's
bikes, and a bicycle trailer for two.
This is important because while the
on-site public cycle parking provision is
decent, it’s not secure. The Vie’s design
and location makes it a convenient cutthrough for cycle and foot traffic, a public
through-way which means that bicycles
left outside are vulnerable to theft and
vandalism. Most, if not all, residents
have access to covered and secure cycle
parking.
The Vie development is a designated
Home Zone which is intended to favour
the needs of residents, pedestrians

and cyclists over cars. Car parking
provision on site has improved with the
implementation of zoned guest parking,
and this has happily cut down on the
number of cars occupying the central
area of the development.

The Vie's location has
offered our kids space to
run, scoot, cycle and play
The Vie’s location adjacent to public
land on the River Cam, including Logan’s
Meadow, and the common areas in the
development have offered our kids space
to run, scoot, cycle and play. What’s
more, it’s a generally safe space to teach
them about road safety, about navigating
and interacting with cars, and learning to
share space with all the traffic moving
in and out of the area. We’ve had little
trouble with speeding cars: most drivers
become mindful when presented with
small children cycling about.
Nigel Babich

COMMON FEATURES OF
A HOME ZONE
• C
 ommunity involvement in
the design
• Level carriageways/shared space
• A clear gateway/boundary
• Space for children to play
and residents to socialise
• Speed restrictions for motor traffic
• Quality lighting to increase
feelings of safety and security
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MARMALADE LANE
Marmalade Lane is a 42-home cohousing
community in Orchard Park, North
Cambridge. Individual flats and houses
are clustered around a Common House
with additional facilities for socialising and
shared use. The development emphasises
community and green living, and
supporting cycling is part of that ethos.
With twin babies and no car, secure
cycle parking and a cycle-friendly
environment were very important to us
in our new home.
There are five cycle sheds across the
development so covered, secure parking
is always close. The cycle sheds have extra
wide doors and the parking is on Sheffield
stands, and therefore is accessible for
cargo and adapted cycles. In addition,
every house has uncovered visitor cycle
parking, as does the Common House.

Find out more about Marmalade
Lane and its cohousing ethos at
marmaladelane.co.uk

Car parking is kept to one edge of the
site with its own entrance, leaving the
central lane pedestrianised and a safe
space for children learning to cycle, and
for play and socialising.
In a wider context, Orchard Park
is relatively cycle-friendly. There is a
shared-use cycle route through the
middle of Orchard Park for access to the
Community Centre, primary school and
shops, but it is not clearly signed, and
frequently gives way to motor vehicles.
Parking on pavements and at dropped
kerbs is rife in the area. The Busway runs
along the south of the site, providing
an off-road route as far as Histon Road,
Cambridge North railway station, and
northern villages.
Future work on Histon Road, Arbury
Road and through the former NIAB
development has the potential to make
the area well-connected for children to
cycle safely and independently: we will
have to see how these schemes unfold!
Hester Wells

Five cycle sheds offer covered, secured parking
(using resident keycodes), while every house has
uncovered visitor cycle parking (top).
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NEW DEVELOPMENTS
EDDINGTON

I live in the Eddington neighbourhood built by Cambridge
University between Madingley and Huntingdon roads in West
Cambridge. I moved there in July 2017, when the area was mostly
still closed off by works, only the Huntingdon Road entrance was
passable, and most cycle paths were closed. It's better now.
The intention was to create a neighbourhood that makes
cycling, walking, car share, and bus more convenient, and private
car less convenient (limited capacity, car parking £80 per month
for residents). The flats are also well-insulated and have excellent
windows, as part of a general push towards sustainability.
The Universal bus provides good service to the city centre and
the railway station, although it is slow because of the winding
route. The cycle parking is excellent, standard metal loops in a
secure room, but perhaps inadequate: it is often full. As cycle

capacity and convenience grows, perhaps people buy more
cycles than the designers planned for. Also, as people use cycles
not just for recreation but all of life's activities, it would be wise
to design space for child carriers and other large equipment
that can block the aisles when put in a standard cycle space.
Child-seats or large baskets make it difficult even to get a narrow
bike alongside.
There are some issues with the generally excellent cycle
paths. I don't understand the decision to make the cycle path
around the complex yield to the car traffic at every street
junction, which so frequently breaks up the ride that it doesn't
feel like a cycle path. The intersection of Eddington Avenue
and Madingley Road is a problem; the designed path of cycles
through circuitous mid-road protected areas is so difficult,
and the length of the signal so long, that cyclists mostly ride
in the road with the cars or sneak across on a red light. The
neighbourhood path access is now good, although it was
nearly a year before the Ridgeway path opened towards the
east (left). It is a pleasant path between fields that connects
Eddington to Storey's Way. The intersection with Storey's Way
is unfortunately confused and dangerous. Solar-powered light
dots help illuminate the Ridgeway path, but it is so dark at night
that even with a good light my experience is that pedestrians
in dark clothing seem to appear from nowhere. Overall, the
forward-thinking neighbourhood design around cycling is going
well, and although there's work to be done, I'm happy to say I've
never lived in a more cycle-friendly neighbourhood.
Cameron Brick

TRUMPINGTON
I moved into Cambridge from the
countryside (Wicken) in 1985, and
lived near the centre of the city until
2014, using bike and foot as my normal
means of transport. I retired to a flat
in Trumpington in 2014, just over the
bridge from Addenbrooke’s towards
Shelford Road. We have a reasonable (if
unreliable) Citi 7 bus service passing the
door and, that apart, I use the Busway
path most days to cycle or walk to the
station or city. My main concerns relate
to the dangers associated with the
Busway — all sorts of scallywags use
inappropriate or illegal vehicles such as
electric scooters or even occasionally
motor cycles on the restricted cycleway,
which can get busy and dangerous
at rush hours. There are also clear
contradictions about pedestrians or
cyclists crossing the Busway itself. Long
Road pupils cross it illegally by the Long
Road bridge to get to school where there
are notices prohibiting trespass, yet users

cross it apparently legitimately near the
Addenbrooke’s spur. What actually are
the rules?
My other concern relates to the failure
of the New Trumpington developers
(Countryside — calling the place Great
Kneighton) to implement the cycleways
that they agreed to as part of their
planning permission: in particular, a
’strategic cycleway’ alongside Hobson’s
Brook between Addenbrooke’s Road
and the Busway. This should have been
completed before the associated housing
developments, but has apparently been
completely forgotten. Housing provides
profits, cycleways don’t. Where are our
planning enforcers? Attempts to get
the thing re-planned/instituted have
got nowhere although the city planners
accepted that this was a mistake last
summer and that enforcement would be
required. Local people keep pressing for
action, but so far none seems to come.
Richard Wakeford

The developer's visuals for the planned
cycleway along Hobson's Brook (above) and
the dead-end reality (below).
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CYCLING IN CAMBRIDGE:

Long-term member and volunteer Lisa Woodburn received the Camcycle Hall of Fame Award at our 2019

When I came to Cambridge in 1960
the first thing I did was to buy a bicycle.

I knew Cambridge to be a cycling city, but this was just because
it was flat and relatively compact. Having cycled around the city
ever since it is hard to realise how different things were then.
Some changes were made which I can’t remember happening –
perhaps because they are now so familiar and accepted.

As far as I remember there were then
almost no car-free roads: a bike was
treated as just another vehicle.

I can’t remember there being any bicycle stands. Bicycles
were parked amongst the cars alongside the kerb, resting on
a pedal, making finding a way through to cross the road quite
an operation, or bikes were just leant against walls and fences,
and as often as not unlocked. New Square was a car park
as was a large area in Downing Street now occupied by the
Hilton Hotel.
And then most of the area between Petty Cury and Downing
Street was demolished and Lion Yard with its car park was
erected and Petty Cury became a bicycle-free zone. This meant
a long detour from St Andrew’s Street, via Green Street, to
reach the Market Square. A radical solution – and one of the
first specifically cycle-encouraging actions – was installed: the
contra-flow cycle lane down Downing and Pembroke Streets.
There was much doubt about the safety of the scheme and it
had to overcome considerable opposition, but its success led
to a more open mindset among planners.

At some stage cycle lanes were
introduced on the wider main roads
– and shared-use pavements on the
narrower roads.

But then, of course, the Cambridge Cycling Campaign (now
Camcycle) was founded and the importance of providing
proper facilities for cyclists was given its proper emphasis
to support the valuable contribution which cycling makes
to the welfare of the city. As well as contributing to specific
schemes the Campaign has encouraged a change of attitude.
Cyclists are no longer seen as nuisances, getting in the way of
motor-centric traffic schemes, but are regarded as the solution
to congestion and pollution and as fostering wellbeing.
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A few decades ago, New Square was a car park, dedicated
cycle parking was non-existent and cyclists were often seen
as getting in the way of motor-centric traffic schemes.

(Photos courtesy of the Cambridgeshire Collection, Cambridge Central Library)

CYCLING IN CAMBRIDGE

A PERSONAL HISTORY

AGM. We asked her how things have changed since she moved to Cambridge.

The list of improvements for cycling which we have
witnessed is long, and many are taken for granted
as being what was always there and should be there.

'The Campaign has encouraged a change of attitude.
Cyclists are no longer seen as nuisances...but are
regarded as the solution to congestion.'

• Contra-flow lanes: allowing much greater permeability and
saving time.
• Signed ways through alleyways with no awkward ‘pram arms’
and other obstructions to negotiate, and decent surfacing.
This was to a great extent the result of strong lobbying by
the Campaign.
• Cattle grids at the ways on and off the commons, instead
of gates, close-spaced bollards or ‘pram arms’. The first grids
were made of plain metal and there were a few accidents
due to slipping. The solution was the knurled grids which
exist now.
• Cycle parking provision: at first just a few racks appeared
and now there are racks at every corner, and even in some
residential streets replacing car spaces. The large, indoor
cycle park at the station has encouraged people to cycle to
the station and has saved the several minutes of searching
for somewhere to park. And there is scope for the cycle park
to be extended.
• Off-road cycle routes: these have been created and enhanced
and encourage cycle commuting. Examples are the Sustrans
path from Addenbrooke’s to Shelford, the path alongside the
Busway track both south and north of the city, and separate
cycleways alongside main roads such as Babraham Road, the
A10, Barton Road and others.
• New bridges over road, rail and river have been provided
to connect different areas and other bridges have been
improved for cycling.
Small improvements have also made life for cyclists easier.
Efficient and bright lights which can be relied on, Velcro, cable
ties. And fashion is more relaxed – trouser legs don’t have to
have wide bottoms, long or full skirts are not near-obligatory
and gone are the days where journeys were taken standing up
in tight knee-length pencil skirts!

But I haven’t forgotten the greatest and most exciting
scheme which promises to make cycling safer, and
more direct and enjoyable: the Chisholm Trail.
Positive achievements include the contra-flow cycle lane on Downing
Street, cattle grids instead of gates at the entrances to the commons
and new bridges such as the Riverside cycle bridge.

This promises an underpass beneath Newmarket Road and
a bridge across the Cam, connecting the main station to the
new Cambridge North station and all the desire lines between.
When it is complete it will be possible to cycle from Shelford
to St Ives while hardly touching a road. What an achievement.
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BLAZING THE TRAIL
Campaigning on
The Chisholm Trail,
a transformative northsouth route for cycling and
walking, started in 1998.
Planning commenced in
2005 and 2019 will see
the start of construction.
We talk to trail originator
Jim Chisholm about the
history of the project.
How did you come up with the idea for
the Chisholm Trail?
I’d been converted to the issues of
climate change, and the unsustainability
of ever-increasing car use, some ten
years before I came to Cambridge in
1985. It was wonderful to move to a city
where cycling was ‘normal’, but I also
enjoyed travel by train (I haven’t flown

by plane for over ten years and very little
previously). I wouldn’t read a book but
looked out of the train window, often
armed with maps. It was very clear to
me that:
• Regular
cycle-commuting
from
dwellings north of Cambridge to
Addenbrooke’s hospital, or from south
of Cambridge to the Science Park was
not for those without determination.
• There was lots of underused land in the
rail corridor, and even ‘spare’ arches
beneath a couple of the main road
bridges over the railway.
• Making a route that could be seen as
safe and pleasant would encourage
use by all, be they on cycles or on foot,
and could reduce the need for short
trips by car.
• Having been involved in traffic
studies and computer modelling,
I could see how such a route could be
economically justified.
Other things have occurred since then
without which my dream would have
remained just a dream.

What changed to help you bring the
dream to reality?
The path alongside the Busway has been
a great boon, but initially some sections
were at risk. I appeared for Cambridge
Cycling Campaign as ‘an objector’ at the
public enquiry. The route could have
been at risk because of the need for
Compulsory Purchase powers to enable
a continuous ‘maintenance track’ in
addition to the original rail land. Even
with those powers, extra money was
required as originally the path would not
have had a tarmac surface!
The then Cycling and Walking Officer,
Clare Rankin, must be thanked as the
city council helped get much of the
route through the city into the Local
Plan, and in 2005 some money from the
sadly-missed ‘Cycling England’ funded a
feasibility study.
Finally, S106 funds from developers
and DfT funding via the City Deal (now
Greater Cambridge Partnership) enabled
Sustrans-founder John
Grimshaw's
project plan for the Trail. This included
many innovative ideas, but especially for
the section between Coldham's Common
and Ditton Meadows.

THE CHISHOLM TRAIL

With much of the route along the
railway, has it been easy for the
County Council to acquire land
from Network Rail?
In 1998 I’d rather optimistically thought
that one of the quick wins for the Trail
would be the use of spare arches
beneath Mill Road bridge, but that
getting under Hills Road bridge
would be difficult.

All images in this feature:
Greater Cambridge Partnership

‘Supercycleway’
I’ve always made
it clear that this
will also be an
important route for
those on foot. Space and
other restrictions mean
that most sections will be
shared, although almost without
exception the width will be at least
3.5 metres.

Of course much of the ‘Outer
Reaches’ of the route, as described in
Camcycle Newsletter 19 were an early
achievement courtesy of the Cambridge
Busway route, as was Hills Road Bridge.
Until very recently the route over
Network Rail land on the east side
seemed ‘at risk’, but ironically it is the
delivery of a much changed and enlarged
depot for Thameslink and Greater Anglia
trains, that should give us that route
later this year.

The Chisholm Trail is a historic cattledroving route in America so more
associated with walking than cycling.
When did your cycleway concept
acquire the name?
Mark Irving, who was the Newsletter
Editor in 1998, is to blame for the name
‘Chisholm Trail’. I never proposed the
name but it has stuck, so I’m now even
blamed for any deficiencies…
I should also note that although
my April 1998 article used the word

So what is being built now, what can
you see on the ground, and what is still
to come?
Clearly, the big ticket items are the AbbeyChesterton cycle and walking bridge
over the River Cam and the underpass
beneath Newmarket Road, and there
are already signs of ‘preparatory works’
at both sites, but a huge amount of
work has been done behind the scenes
on other parts of the Trail. The bridge is
actually under construction, in sections
in Sheffield.
Between the bridge and the
underpass there is valuable land for
both flora and fauna, even if the corner
of Ditton Meadows and Barnwell Wood
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THE CHISHOLM TRAIL

Protecting the ecology of the area during development of the Trail is key: workers search for sleeping bats and prepare a vole mitigation scheme.
is, currently, desecrated by rough
sleepers, and paraphernalia from drug
abuse. Compensation and mitigation for
flood, flora and fauna has been a huge
complication here, with some planning
conditions yet to be signed off. There have
also been delays here as a high pressure
gas main needs a concrete protection
slab before heavy vehicles can access the
location for the eastern abutment of the
new river bridge.

The Newmarket Road
underpass will hopefully be
'installed' over the August
Bank Holiday weekend
There will be a link along the old
Barnwell oil sidings that will be the main
access for construction traffic from site
offices off Ditton Walk, and this will be
‘restored’ as the cycle and walking route.
The route here will also use land on a long
lease from Cambridge Past Present and
Future. Their land, ‘Ditton Pastures’, has
been on an ‘agricultural lease’ and used
for grazing by ponies and horses. The
county has taken a 200-year lease on a
strip adjacent to Coldham’s Brook for the
Trail with a hedge and fence segregating
it from the adjacent fields, which will be
restored to a more sympathetic use.
The underpass will be ‘installed’ over
a long weekend, hopefully over August
Bank Holiday. If the Mill Road bridge
closure runs into late August this will not
be possible. There will also be ‘step free’
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access to the Leper Chapel, and eventually
we expect a café to be constructed
adjacent to Barnwell Lake as it now has
planning permission. This should make a
good meeting point.
Across Coldham’s Common the
existing path will be widened to 3.5m.
This width should enable two friends to
be able to walk side by side and a cycle
to pass without invading their space, or a
parent to cycle alongside a young child yet
pass a pedestrian in safety. Because this
is a registered common, a submission for
the improvements was required to be sent
to the National Planning Inspectorate,
and there were objections. A real,
and continuing problem will be the
under-bridge beneath the Newmarket
railway line. This is both narrow and
low. Some minor changes will be made,
but major changes should be achievable
when this section of rail line is upgraded
as part of the East-West proposals, the
timescale being similar to that for the
Cambridge South station.
These sections from Coldham’s Lane to
the new Cambridge North station will not
only enable improved cycle commuting
from Romsey, Abbey and elsewhere to the
new station and the Science Park etc., but
will enable much better routes for leisure
walking to and within the valuable green
spaces of Coldham's Common, Ditton
Meadows and Stourbridge Common.
South of Coldham’s Lane either
Brampton Road or Cromwell Road will
lead to routes past the agreed dwellings
on the old Ridgeons site to the Rail
Corridor. Despite construction not
projected to start until Autumn, it is

hoped that some temporary route can be
provided in advance of completion of the
developments here. {In my original vision,
I had hoped for a route using a spare arch
beneath Coldham’s Lane bridge, but this
was before the development of the fitness
centre, and at a time when I’d thought the
‘rail traction’ maintenance facility would
be redundant.}
We now have the early prospect of an
east side route all the way from the north
end of Cavendish Road to Clifton Road
with a width of 4m, the exception being at
Mill Road. There should be connections at
Mill Road bridge, with possibilities of other
connections via public highway for Argyll
Street and William Smith Close (to Carter
Bridge). There is currently a ‘disused’ dead
end road to the rear of Rustat Avenue,
which will complete the link from beneath
the Carter Bridge to Clifton Road, and there
is an existing footpath link to Davy Road.
So will we have this route before 2020?
There have been many frustrations for
those in the County Cycling Team and
others, even since funding was assured.
Leases have been negotiated with a
number of landowners and Carillion went
bust shortly before contracts were signed
(fortunately…). In addition, given the huge
benefits this project will have to the wider
environment, there have been some
determined ’environmental’ objections.
A number of threats of Judicial Reviews
were made, and around 40 freedom
of information (FOI) requests raised.
However, there is now a good prospect
that much of the route could be available
before the end of next year.

NEW DEVELOPMENTS: IN DETAIL

NEW DEVELOPMENTS:

what's happening where?
I

n the previous issue of our magazine,
we reported on the approval
last year of the Local Plans
for Cambridge and South
Cambridgeshire. The former will
be used by the city council to
guide development up to 2031
and they recently published this
map of some of the areas earmarked
for development. We look at some
of the key changes.

Cambridge Northern
Fringe East (1)

Map: Cambridge City Council

The city council is currently asking
the public for their views on options
for development of the area west of
the new Cambridge North Station, on
the current site of the sewage works.
The new city 'quarter' could introduce
5,000 homes and 7,000 jobs in what is
described as 'a socially and economically
inclusive, thriving, and low-carbon
place for innovative living and working;
inherently walkable where everything is
on your doorstep.'
Find out more on Cyclescape threads 1568
and 4573 and respond to the consultation
at tinyurl.com/northernfringeeast

Land north of Cherry Hinton (2)
1,200 homes are planned for this area.
In May 2018 we objected to proposals
for the neighbourhood which put a
primary school on the main street and
failed to prioritise walking and cycling.
Find out more on Cyclescape thread 3931

Existing growth sites (3)
We continue to monitor the
development in existing areas of
growth including around Trumpington
in the south, in the east of the city
near the Park & Ride (the Wing
development), at Darwin Green off
Huntingdon Road, and in Eddington.

The impact of these developments
goes beyond their boundaries; for
example, we would like to see the
access junction to Darwin Green
improved as part of the Greater
Cambridge Partnership's Histon
Road project.
Read more about Darwin Green on
Cyclescape thread 3293 and about the Wing
development on Cyclescape thread 3915

Wort's Causeway (4)
430 new homes are set to be built
in this area in the south of the city.
To improve access in this area, some
changes to the cycleway between
Addenbrooke's roundabout and the
Babraham Park & Ride are currently
being proposed.
Read more about plans for the cycleway
on Cyclescape thread 4562
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Even in the UK’s cycling capital, it can be tough
running a bike shop. Rosie Humphrey speaks to
three men who make it work by offering their
customers exceptional service, keeping up-to-date
with the industry’s latest trends and having
a genuine love for all things cycling.
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GROWING AND CHANGING: LOCAL BIKE SHOPS

WORKING
TOGETHER FOR THE
LOVE OF CYCLING
NICK AND COLIN (KINGSWAY
CYCLES AND UNIVERSITY CYCLES)
As someone who cycles daily, I ought
to know a lot more about bikes. Over
the years, I’ve needed help with oiling
chains, replacing inner tubes, and fixing
brakes. Passers-by have been helpful
and ‘bike maintenance skills’ was on
my list when seeking a husband. When
more serious problems have arisen, I’ve
avoided going to bike shops, fearing
that my obvious ignorance would result
in ludicrous charges, upselling or even
phantom problems to be fixed.
It was something of a surprise,
therefore, when I met Nick and Colin.
They are two local blokes who love
cycling, want to work hard, and share
a long history of helping each other
out. Colin owns University Cycles on
Victoria Avenue, and the teenage Nick
used to go to him for bike repairs. Now,
Nick co-runs Kingsway Cycles on City
Road behind the Grafton Centre, which
is five minutes from Colin’s shop across
Midsummer Common.
Both men choose to work with bikes
because they love it. Colin talks about
getting a daily buzz from his ride into
work, and Nick’s enjoying journeys with
his young daughter, who’s just discovered
the joy of cycling - something he wants
others to experience. They talk about
work as something they look forward to
each day, a hobby which helps them get
by. They enjoy the conversation and the
customers, many of whom they describe
as nice people who’ve been returning for
years. They like working with the variety
of bikes they see - some good, and some
like mine. They say they wouldn’t do it if
they didn’t enjoy it.
In my mind, something doesn’t fit.
Aren’t these business people? Aren’t
they focussed on competition and
growth? It seems not. There isn’t a whiff
of big company branding or streamlined
processes about them. People don’t
book in or take a ticket and wait in line
to be served. Nick and Colin run small,
independent shops and simply down

Nick and Colin working together in the University Cycles shop (photo: Jeremy Peters).
tools when somebody arrives needing
their help. The emphasis in each shop is
different: Kingsway Cycles specialises in
hybrid, off-road and racing bikes whereas
University Cycles predominantly deals
with the sit-up-and-beg, Dutch style.
Neither has plans to expand because,
between them, they serve the needs
of many in the local community. Their
friendship underpins an interdependent
working relationship rather than a
competitive one. Customers who arrive at
Kingsway wanting a town bike with a big
basket are directed to University Cycles
and those who ask University Cycles for a
racing bike are referred to Kingsway. If one
needs parts which the other has, they share.
And if Colin, who works alone, doesn’t
have time to help a customer, he directs
them to Nick. Colin even sourced his wife’s
Christmas present at Kingsway Cycles.
The joint focus of the shops is to meet
customers’ needs. Sometimes, this extends
well beyond their strict business: when
I met them, a number of parcels were
left by postpeople unable to rouse those
who live around the shops - a common
occurrence, apparently!
The men’s motivation is simple: they
want to keep people on their bikes, keep
working themselves, keep serving the
local community. Safe and enjoyable
cycling is at the heart of their business
here and collaboration is key.

Both shops offer discounts to Camcycle
members – these vary depending on
purchase so pop in to discuss in person.
Follow @KingswayCycles on social
media – Instagram, Facebook and Twitter

LIST OF DISCOUNTS FOR
CAMCYCLE MEMBERS

Local bike shops
 ambridge Electric Transport
C
Chris’s Bikes
Cyclecentric
D Tek
Electric Bike Sales
Giant
Kingsway Cycles
Lensfield Road Cycles
Life on a Bike
Outspoken Cycles (see next page)
Rocco’s Bikes
Rutland Cycling
Townsends Light Blue
Cycle Centre
• The Bike Man
• University Cycles
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tours and clothing
• C
 ambridge Bike Tours
• Cotswold Outdoor, Snow+Rock,
Runners Need and Cycle Surgery

See full details and latest offers at
camcycle.org.uk/membership/discounts

Affiliate memberships
CYCLING UK ‘AFFILIATE
MEMBERSHIP FOR MYSELF’
Enjoy membership of the national
cycling charity for just £25 including
cyclists’ insurance. Use the discount
code 8001749 to qualify.

Find out more at tinyurl.com/
cyclinguk-affiliatemembership
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Rob Turner in Outspoken Cycles’ shop at The Bike Depot on Cowley Road.

PROVIDING
EXPERTISE ON THE
LATEST CYCLES
ROB TURNER (OUTSPOKEN CYCLES)
What’s the cycling industry’s
current focus?
Cargo bikes are relatively new to Europe
and we’re following on. In Cambridge,
cars are often problematic so the
cargo bike is a good thing to run as an
alternative - especially for short, urban
trips. I’ve been selling them for six or
seven years in fairly small numbers.
Thanks to Hugh at The School Run
Centre, there is now great demand. He’s
been a real pioneer, bringing bakfiets (or
‘box bikes’) to the city in large numbers.
Over the last couple of years, there has
been a feeling that they have become
the norm.
Worldwide, the electric bike is the
fastest growing section of the industry.
At first, there was a macho element
within cycling which was very resistant,
considering them as somehow cheating.
Now, they’re seen as completely separate
vehicles. The advantage of thinking
about the e-bike as a vehicle is that you
will use it every day. It takes away that
get-out when you feel a little tired and
the weather’s foul.
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Who’s buying these adapted bikes?
All ages and stages. At first, the uptake
for e-bikes was with older people who
simply wanted a bit of help. The industry
was slow to adapt: most early electric
bikes had cross bars though what we
needed was a very low, step-through
frame which people could use if their hips
and knees weren’t working well. Now, a
lot of these are available. And we’re also
finding that longer-distance commuters
are taking up e-bikes so a more sporty
design is relevant. Cargo bikes are, of
course, popular with young families.
However, cargo biking can be quite
hard work if you’ve got a heavy load,
hilly conditions or a strong headwind so
again, electric assist is gaining popularity
with this group of riders.
So, bikes are changing. How is the way
they’re used shifting as a result?
Cargo bikes have radically changed
cycling for families with young children.
No longer is there a gap between the
age at which a child can sit on a rearmounted seat and when they learn to
cycle themselves. Increasingly, these big
bikes are electrically-assisted making
them much more usable, turning them
into proper vehicles which really can
replace a car. And they’re fun!
Adapted bikes are being used more by
disabled people. Cycling on the whole is

being seen as a mobility aid and it’s easy
to underestimate how useful they are to
the people who have difficulty walking.
Commercially, Outspoken’s sister
company Zedify’s model of using adapted
bikes to deliver goods in the city is gaining
momentum. Large TNT and APC lorries
come to our depot, unload onto the floor
and their goods are divided into bike-sized
lumps. Zedify use big bikes with large boxes
on the back to deliver these goods for the
final mile or so of their journey into the city.
This is great because it eases congestion
and lowers pollution. Outspoken has been
outstanding in leading the way with this:
for the last thirteen years we’ve been
delivering locally and the model is now
being wheeled out across the country.
Zedify is active in Glasgow, Norwich,
London, Brighton – all over the place. It’s
expanding and other companies doing
similar things are growing, too. Following
strong lobbying by us and other cycling
groups, even the government seems to
be seeing the sense of this model. It’s
put aside £2 million to help finance and
promote this with businesses, promising
more if it goes well.
To what extent could this be the model
of the future?
According to a recent survey in London,
51% of the final five miles made by all
deliveries into an urban environment

GROWING AND CHANGING: LOCAL BIKE SHOPS
would be better done by cargo bike
than by van. This is to do with the type
and size of items being delivered and
the access where they are delivering
being easier on a bike. Cambridge is
suffering and could be further supported
by this system: small businesses are
increasingly reluctant to service the
city because of access problems. We’ve
heard from plumbers, electricians,
landscape gardeners and other workers
relying on their vans who find they can’t
park in many of our domestic and shop
environments. The feeling is that it
isn’t worth them doing jobs in the city
because they know they’ll pick up fines
or be highlighted on social media as
someone who’s parked on pavements.
A solution is cargo bikes. Many of
these tradesmen work within ten miles

locally and can put much of what they
need for a day’s work on a bike, avoid
congestion delays and park easily on
premises. It’s a way of keeping fit, being
greener, and not having the hassle of
having to park a vehicle.
Is Cambridge ready?
At the moment, this is my greatest
single concern. The use of cargo bikes
is growing dramatically and it seems
sensible that this should be so; yet the
parking of these machines is becoming
an issue. As a company, we’ve been
talking with the council about how
provision for these bikes needs to be
facilitated. We’ll simply have to start
using car parking spaces. The car has had
too high a level of priority for too long.
We must redistribute the facilities for

other modes of transport – pedestrians,
buses, bikes and so on. But it must be
done quickly because it would be a great
shame if parking provision stifled the
growth of something which could be so
helpful in our congested city.
ROB SAYS:

Talk to us at Outspoken Cycles.
We want to know what you think could
improve your bikes so that we can feed
back to the manufacturers.
Come and try some different bikes.
We are always happy to demo and can
help you with riding cargos confidently.
As a Camcycle member, enjoy 10%
discount on all servicing and further
discounts on cycle maintenance courses.

CARGO BIKES: WHERE DO YOU PARK YOURS?
YOUR PARKING ISSUES:

Cargo bikes are larger and heavier than standard bikes so
need appropriate parking provision. We asked local users
about parking in the city and here’s what came back:

YOUR PARKING TIPS:
• Sheffield stands which offer something to lock to.
• Two dedicated cargo bike spaces with ground anchor
points at the Queen Anne car park next to Kelsey Kerridge
sports hall (above).
• Undercover parking at the Grand Arcade and Park Street
(for more information, visit cambridge.gov.uk/cycle-parks)
• Station Cycles offers paid cycle parking or you can leave
your bike as deposit for a pram to use while you’re
shopping.
• Railings around the city centre.

• ‘Sheffield stands are too close together and often
blocked by other bikes. You can only use an end one and
there aren’t many of these.’
• ‘Sheffield stands are always taken up with other bikes. We
need ground anchors: standard bikes need something to
lean against so are unlikely to use them.’
• ‘There are no adapted attachment points in the main
undercover car parks so you have to lock your bike to
itself unless you have a more standard-sized bike. If
bikes are insured under contents insurance then they
are often only covered if they are locked to a secure
stand.
• It isn’t easy to manoeuvre cargo bikes in the designated
bike parking areas.
• ‘Locking to railings usually means we block the path for
pedestrians as our trike is wide.’
• There simply aren’t enough spaces: ‘Often we end up
locking the cargo bike and our "normal" bike together as
it would be difficult to steal.’
• ‘There is nowhere secure enough to leave the cargo bike
parked publicly overnight.'
• ‘We sometimes resort to lying our bike on the ground
while it’s locked because it doesn’t have a kickstand and
there is nowhere to lean it. The trailer sits behind it but
takes up a lot of pavement.’
• ‘Although there isn’t anything to attach to, we park on
the pavement outside shop windows so that the bikes
are in view of people.’
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GROWING AND CHANGING: E-BIKE SPECIAL

THE
UNSTOPPABLE
SURGE OF
Electric-assisted cycles are helping people beat congestion, climb hills and keep on cycling for longer.
Adam Jenkins reviews their journey from Victorian invention to everyday powerhouses.

I

n 2016 an estimated 50,000 electric
bikes were sold in the UK and in 2017
around 67,500. That represents a
2.7% market share of all the 2.5 million
new bicycles in the UK in 2017, up from
2% in 2016. It’s still a relatively small
number of bikes, but it’s significant that
it’s increasing when overall new bike
sales fell in the same time period.
The UK has been quite slow to embrace
the e-bike compared to Europe,
particularly Holland and Belgium where
30% and 45% respectively of new bike
sales are electric. So, what’s changed in
the UK – why are e-bikes growing here?

A quick history
Electric bikes have been a long time
coming. The first patents for electric
bikes came in the 1890s, but it wasn’t
until the late 1990s that electric bikes
started making inroads commercially.
Cheap models would typically use bulky
batteries making the bikes heavy and
difficult to handle. More expensive bikes
would come with lighter batteries that had
greater capacity resulting in more power
available to the rider, and a longer range.
Other developments included torque
and cadence sensors which enabled the
creation of pedelecs: electrically assisted
pedal cycles. Where early electric bikes
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would be controlled by a throttle, like
the twist grip of a motorcycle, pedelecs
detect the rider turning the pedals and
add power. The electric motor will add up
to 250W, but only up to 15.5mph – these
are the legal limits for electrically-assisted
cycles in the UK (and the law also says
that you should be over 14 to ride one).
The main developments over the
last ten years, and the reason we’ve
started to see such an increase in e-bike
usage worldwide, have been in battery
technology and the efficiency of motors.
Batteries are lighter, and have a greater
capacity than a decade ago, enabling
much more practical and manoeuvrable
bikes. This has meant longer commutes
are possible. In fact, it can make bicycle
commuting achievable by people for whom
previously fitness or time requirements
would rule it out. There are now electric
cargo bikes which can serve as car
replacements for some people. However,
it may not just be the technology that’s
changed, it may be other factors too.

Pluses and minuses
The idea of electric transport, while not
completely mainstream yet, is much
more normalised – there are many
electric cars such as Teslas and Nissan
Leafs on the roads of Cambridge. You
can see electric charging points at many

motorway services too. This familiarity
will certainly have an effect.
Austerity will have had an effect too.
People looking to cut down on transport
costs have done the maths and seen
that electric bikes can now provide what
they’re looking for: enough range to make
a daily commute easy; enough power to
make the weekly shop easier to carry. And
yet there’s still enough personal effort
required to make it an efficient form of
exercise. In all these cases, there are savings
of time and money to be made. Bikes are
still fairly immune to congestion when
traffic is stopped, and now e-bikes make it
easier to keep up with traffic when it’s
flowing, no lycra-clad tour-de-france
pedigree required. With these positive
factors, there’s still the minus point of the
initial costs.

Current pricing
At the moment, e-bikes are still relatively
expensive compared to normal bikes,
and it’s the high-end e-bikes that have
apparently caused the recent surge in
sales. Typical prices for e-bikes seem to
start around £800, electric cargo bikes
around £2000, with high-end electric
bikes going for as much as £5000. How
long before we start to see budget
e-bikes being commonplace, costing
£200, or even £100?

Convert to the cause
If you already have a bicycle, you can
convert it to an e-bike by buying a
conversion kit. The kits are less expensive
than a whole new bicycle, but still aren’t
cheap. Typical prices would be £500900. There is a variety of kits available –
some place the motor in the front wheel,
some in the back. Rarer are conversion
kits that provide power to the bottom
bracket – they exist but have dwindled
in number owing to competition from
ready-made e-bikes with motors in the
bottom bracket. Whatever the power
delivery method, the kit will contain a
motor, a battery, sensors (for pedelecs)
and controllers. Of these, the battery
remains the most expensive component
– it will be around 50% of the total cost
of the kit.

E-BIKE COST
BREAKDOWN
1,800,000

Amping up
If trends continue, prices will continue to
fall as performance improves and we’re
likely to see many more electric bikes on
UK roads. E-bike sales will boost overall
bike sales and may even start to eat into
car sales as the technology becomes
more affordable.
This means more commuters, families
and electric delivery bikes zipping along
the bike lanes. Anticipating this future
and building infrastructure for these
bikes’ needs is essential to ensure
everyone can travel where they want to
go quickly, healthily and safely.

200,000

NUMBER OF E-BIKES SOLD IN THE EU
2006

2016

2016

1.6%

2017

2018

2.7% 3.2%

E-BIKES AS PERCENTAGE OF UK BIKE SALES
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AN E-BIKE
CONVERSION
BROADENED
MY HORIZONS

KEN WARNER (CAMCYCLE MEMBER)
About ten years ago I was able to start
cycling again, after a long enforced
break. Out went the inherited ancient
BSA with sub-optimal 3-speed gears and
rim brakes that didn’t work in the rain, in
came a city bike with 7-speed hub gears
and roller brakes. It’s a good bike and is
still the default choice for a quick trip to
the shops, but it is quite heavy and wasn’t
ideal when I started to explore off-road
routes. In due course it was joined by a
lighter cyclocross bike, but it was a ride
on that (much longer and hillier and very
much hotter than expected) that left me
struggling to complete the last few miles
and was one of the triggers for the next
in-depth investigation.
The target was an e-bike - but which
one? I was convinced that I wanted a
bike that would be comfortable for long
rides and pleasant to ride unassisted, so
not too heavy. I’d decided that a long
distance was easier to cover on-road
than off, so it needed to be a ‘road bike’. I
tried quite a few, but as recently as 2016
there wasn’t the choice there is now.
A Raleigh Captus and a Gazelle Cityzen
(in each case with Bosch crank drive)
were good but didn’t tick enough of the
boxes on my wish list. Another, whose
make I am happy to have forgotten, was
unacceptable: it was then still possible to
find bikes with twist-grip throttles that
worked without pedalling. That meant the
throttle was still working when I needed
to wheel the bike - still, logically, holding
the handlebars - and the bike promptly
did a dramatic wheely and tried to escape
my clutches. It wasn’t just me being silly:
I watched exactly the same thing happen
to another prospective customer. If there
is one hard-and-fast e-bike rule I’ve
learned, it is that a well-designed pedal
sensor is the right approach, a throttle
(now legal only if type-approved) is the
wrong approach. Every bike that I’ve liked
has had a torque sensor and it makes
sense to me that the assistance is related
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to the pedalling effort. The first turn
of the pedals might feel odd, but then
there’s nothing that needs thought or an
altered riding style - it just feels as if the
headwind isn’t so strong, the hill isn’t so
steep, or I’m not so tired.
Failing to find ‘just what I wanted’
ready-made, I opted for a conversion.
I was lucky to find a new-old-stock
audax bike onto which to have fitted a
Sunstar crank drive. Sunstar have since
withdrawn from the add-on market in
response to the increased choice of
ready-made e-bikes, so I won’t describe
it in detail. Its choice of assistance
levels (75/100/150% of rider effort)
is narrower than some: a Bosch builtin system available at the time claimed
0/50/120/190/275%. The 75% is fine
for me, 100% feels like a lot. The one I
miss is 0%: I can switch off while riding,
but if I do then I have to stop in order
to switch back on. Frankly, that means
one item on my wish list was misguided:
mine is a pleasant and efficient bike
to ride unassisted, but I admit that it
doesn’t often happen. Fitting the battery
adds about 2.5kg, leaving it off leaves
the electrical contacts unprotected from
the weather and looks a bit odd, so I
routinely set off at 75%. Used like that,
only rides of 30 miles or more have used

more than half of the battery capacity.
Other than initial testing, I’ve hardly ever
used the 150% setting.
I opted for a controller which shows
speed and distance as well as battery level.
Speed is interesting but not something I
want to focus on while riding. It is natural
(given a good road surface) to get quickly
to the 15mph limit of the assistance and
settle there: if I drop to around 12mph
then perhaps I’m getting tired, or the tyre
pressure is low. Distance was useful until
it was clear that my typical rides were not

Some of the 950 miles I’ve
travelled would have been
covered more slowly on other
bikes, but most were instead
of using the car or leisure
rides that wouldn’t have
happened because they were
too far, hilly, hot, or windy
going to exhaust the battery, although I
see now that in about 28 months it has
accumulated a total of 950 miles. Some
of those miles would otherwise have
been covered more slowly on the other

E-BIKE SPECIAL

bikes, but most of them were either
instead of using the car, or leisure rides
that might not have happened at all
because they were too far, too hilly, too
hot, or too windy. It doesn’t sound a lot,
but the other bikes are still used when
appropriate, and the car doesn’t cover
much more than one thousand miles a
year.
What would I change? The battery is a
smooth cylindrical shape, not the easiest
to carry back indoors at the same time
as panniers full of shopping, and I was
probably wrong to worry so much about
overall weight: good balance for good
handling is more important.
I also wonder what I’d pick if starting
again now. The choice of conversion
kits is much smaller and the choice of
ready-mades is far greater, so it would be
ready-made, with the distinct advantage
of allowing proper try-before-buy
assessment. There are now e-bikes that
are usefully lighter than my conversion,
some of them eye-wateringly expensive,
others tending to have a smaller motor
built into the wheel, and a smaller or builtin battery. A few even allow the motor
and battery to be removed for unassisted
riding. The built-in battery wouldn’t work
for me because I don’t have anywhere
under cover to park a whole bike for
charging, and a short-range e-bike doesn’t
seem to make much sense while I can still
use my unassisted bikes for those shorter
trips. There are heavy ones too, of course,
with more range and even with features
such as automatic transmission, but they
are expensive. I would make sure that all
the electrical components were locked or
fixed to the bike: I wouldn’t want to have
to carry bits while the bike was parked
temporarily. If the handlebars allowed, I’d
prefer the controller to be close to the grip,
not in the middle. I wouldn’t want one that
placed the controls out of reach down by
my feet, or one that expected me to use
my phone as the display and controller.
To make this piece more informative, I
should try some of those now available,
but I have an uncomfortable feeling I’d
buy one that was just ‘convenient’ in all
respects and there’s a limit to the number
of different bikes I can use. Perhaps it
would be one for returning to those
off-road routes...

MANY CUSTOMERS ARE BUYING E-BIKES
TO TAKE THE PLACE OF CARS
RICHARD LOKE (CYCLECENTRIC)
What’s caused the rise in popularity
of e-bikes in recent years?
There are quite a number of factors.
• Environmental concerns with
individuals and societies looking
at alternatives to cars and the
current transportation systems.
• Improvements in e-bike
technology. Weight savings,
efficiency/range, functionality
and reliability have all improved
hugely over the last few years.
• Many manufacturers have
developed, and are developing,
dedicated e-bikes which has led
to some very attractive and
easy-to-use bikes, increased
choice and availability
Do you think the increase in e-bike
sales is likely to continue?
Very much so. Unless legislation
changes - for example the remarkably
short sighted (from an environmental/
transportation
point
of
view)
EU directive that all e-bikes should
have liability insurance.
Who is the audience for e-bikes?
Our experience and observation of
what’s happening around us, indicates
[that take up is] more or less across the
board. Both utility and leisure cyclists,
and those new to cycling are seeing the
benefits of using an e-bike. We have
a number of customers who bought
e-bikes to take the places of cars.
Do people have difficulty adapting to
e-bikes in any way?
No. Generally, if one can ride a bike,
the modern e-bike assist is so well
implemented that ride-wise it is
pretty much invisible - other than
the extra boost. Compared to a nonassisted bike one has to be aware of
the battery charge, but in the modern
systems this is as simple as charging a
mobile phone.

What are the pros and cons of
the different electric drive types
available?
Unless one changes some of the
fundamental design elements of a
bicycle, the ideal place to add extra
power is through the bottom bracket.
Consequently as e-bikes evolve, we
are seeing more and ‘designed from
the ground’ e-bikes with the drives at
the bottom bracket.
Front hub drives, as the front wheel
is not designed to drive the bike and
is relatively lightly weighted, have
potential problems with traction,
which can lead to some tricky
situations. Additionally having power
going into the front wheel puts
different demands on the fork. The
advantages of the front hub drive are
its relative simplicity to install and
often lower cost.
In contrast, rear hub drives are
better for wheel traction, and a typical
bike rear triangle is designed to take the
drive forces. The disadvantage of rear
hubs is that with the gears usually at
the rear wheel, the hub and installation
becomes more complicated. It can
also be more complicated for dealing
with punctures.
Looking to the future, we will see
more bottom bracket e-bikes, with
front hub systems mostly used for
retrofits and on lower end bikes. There
is also a number of bottom bracket
retrofit systems becoming available.
Is retrofitting a bike worth it over
splashing out on a new electric bike?
Generally getting a dedicated e-bike is
going to be better than a retrofit, but
it is also usually going to be quite a lot
more expensive. Whether to choose a
dedicated e-bike or a retrofit is going
to depend on budget and potential
usage. There are many good reasons
for a retrofit, but if one is planning to
commit to e-bike usage, a dedicated
e-bike will be the better option.
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GROWING AND CHANGING: E-BIKE SPECIAL

Giant Ease-E Plus 2 2018 Comfort Step-Thru
Electric Hybrid Bike Rutland Cycling

A budget-friendly comfort bike that is perfect for city
riding, commuting and country lanes, giving you a helping
hand up the hills. Lights, kickstand and carry rack included.
Special offer: £999.99 (finance available from £27 per month)

Riese & Muller Multicharger City 2019 Bosch

Electric Bike Sales
Today nursery and the supermarket, tomorrow camping at
the lake. This multi-purpose e-bike is ideal for touring, family
or transport and has just won a Design & Innovation Award.
from £3,539.00

WHAT TO BUY
AND WHERE
TO BUY IT

Winther E-Cargoo

Power To The Pedal
A true workhorse for families
with more than two kids
or two kids plus dog plus
sports kit, foldable buggy
and tuba. Designed for
safety and comfort,
it's a popular choice
with those swapping
car-filled traffic jams for
a new cycle commute.
from £3,299

Helios STEPS
tandem
and load carrier

Circe Cycles
The versatile Helios
tandem and load carrier
is now available with
Shimano STEPS
electric assist.
£3699
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Contact Plus
tyres
Continental
Developed
especially
for e-bikes.
Extremely
resistant to cuts
and piercing.
£39.95

The Bike Depot, 140 Cowley Road, Cambridge, CB4 0DL
01223 789606 team@outspokencycles.co.uk

10% OFF
servicing for
Camcycle
Members!

Family Cycling Centre Servicing and Repairs

Selling Cargo Bikes,Tandems, Children's Bikes,
Tools, Accessories, and more!

Book a Test Ride today!
www.outspokencycles.co.uk

CAMCYCLE AGM

AGM
2019

WINNING HEARTS AND MINDS
Relaunched event provides inspiration for a new year of campaigning

New year, new format: our Annual
General Meeting on 19 January certainly
rang the changes. After many years of
evening meetings, the event took place
during the day, welcomed not one, but
three guest speakers (all female) and
only one cycling campaigner between
them. The venue was also different:
the new Clay Farm Centre, just off the
Busway in Trumpington.
To begin, our panel of speakers had ten
minutes each to introduce themselves
and share their wisdom. Serial cycle
campaigner Sally Hinchcliffe spoke about
the evolution of Pedal on Parliament
from its inception in Edinburgh in 2012
to a range of local ‘pop-up POPs’ today.
She also told us about the work of
‘We Walk, We Cycle, We Vote’, which
worked together with ‘grown-up bodies’
Sustrans and Cycling UK to persuade
Nicola Sturgeon to double the cycling
and walking fund to £10-12 per head
in Scotland. Local businesswoman
Faye Holland works in corporate
communications, but also has an insight
into the public sector through her work
facilitating the Greater Cambridge
Partnership sounding group. She told us
that campaigning is all how about how
we communicate with people. It is very
hard to change people’s minds, so we
need to think carefully about who we are
talking with, what their perspectives are
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and what stories we should be telling to
achieve our outcomes.
Our third speaker, Lily Macfadyen
Tomson, had direct experience of this with
her work with University of Cambridge
lobbying group, Positive Investment.
She successfully persuaded an ex-BP
employee who was a key decisionmaker to divest in all coal-related funds,
by taking a non-judgemental approach;
not preaching, but taking the time to
listen to his thoughts and motivations.
Although it seems risky sometimes to
take the humble approach and let go of
being ‘the only one that’s right’, Lily has
witnessed the rewards of seeing those
who were once cynical about an idea go
on and apply it themselves long after the
lobbying is over. She finished by saying, ‘If
we start with a belief that everyone has a
reason for doing something, a reason that
is logical for them, then I think magical
things can happen.’
Following an engaging session of
questions for the panel, the event broke
for lunch with an opportunity to discuss
different aspects of Camcycle’s work with
volunteers leading on areas including
responding to planning applications, the
magazine and events. Then it was on to
the formal AGM business: a look back at
2018 and forward to 2019, the approval of
accounts and the minutes of the previous
AGM and the voting for the election of

this year’s trustees. There was also a new
initiative: the introduction of the Camcycle
awards, a heart-warming occasion as many
hard-working and (often unsung) heroes
of the Campaign were honoured for their
enthusiasm and dedication to the cause
of more, better and safer cycling. As with
the new-style AGM, this was a success
and will be repeated next year with a few
tweaks to make things even better! Save
the date now: Saturday 18 January 2020.

TIPS FROM OUR SPEAKERS
Sally Hinchcliffe:
• Listen, listen, listen!
• Use positive imagery as an
effective way of changing minds.
• Think about the barriers you're
erecting that you don’t notice.
Faye Holland:
• Don't start with the problem, start
with the outcome and work back.
• Put yourself in the equation: we
buy ideas from people.
• Tell a story.
Lily Macfadyen Tomson:
• Realise you have a seat at the table.
• S
 tart with togetherness. Listen
and find common ground.
• Let go of being the only right
person in the room.

CAMCYCLE AWARDS

Photos: Lucinda Price Photography

THE INAUGURAL CAMCYCLE AWARDS
1

NEW MEMBER!

3

4

We were delighted to sign up a new
member at the AGM, Finlay KnopsMckim, who has recently started cycle
commuting from East Chesterton to
Toft. We asked him to tell us more:

2
5
6

Campaigner Award (1)
Matthew Danish, for his tireless
campaigning work which has really
made a difference and changed the
outlook of cycling in Cambridge
Volunteer Award (5)
Kiu Li for her consistent support and
enthusiasm as a volunteer
Campaign of the Year Award (3&4)
Street Cycle Parking project – Simon
Nuttall and Camcycle intern Emma
Pritchard for their well-planned and
executed campaign work

Hall of Fame Award
Lisa Woodburn – a hidden hero who
managed our newsletter distribution
for 18 years and 100+ issues
Public Employee Award (2)
Simon Manville of the county council
and GCP cycling projects team for
making Cambridge a better place
through schemes like the Cambridge
Greenways
Newcomer Award (6)
Liz Irvin for her fantastic work on
the Mill Road vision campaign

'Since I started commuting in July,
my opinion of what it's like to cycle
in Cambridge has changed radically.
While I am enjoying the journey, it takes
a certain amount of grit and adrenaline
to push through some sections of the
city. For people who are less confident, a
bit older or wary of traffic, it's really not
a great place to be a cyclist a lot of the
time. There are some good cycle lanes,
but no consistency – a lovely stretch
of tarmacked cycle lane will dump
you straight into a busy road or just
deteriorate. I’d like to see a complete
network that prioritises segregation
between cyclists and traffic rather
than several disconnected splinters. I’d
heard about Camcycle in the news and
on social media and I’m aware that this
is a group of people who are trying to
make cycling better for everyone.'
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FROM THE ARCHIVE

Widely-endorsed design guide shows
how to make space for cycling
Making space for cycling
An abridged version of the article from Newsletter 114 (June – July 2014)
Photo: Carlton Reid

Making Space for Cycling is a major new publication we have put together for
Cyclenation (the federation of cycle campaign groups). It was made possible by a grant
from Bike Hub, the cycle industry’s levy fund, and was written by our very own Robin
Heydon and Martin Lucas-Smith.
The guide explains how the key to enabling high cycling levels is excellent quality
infrastructure, appropriate to the location, as well as bicycle parking. It stresses the
importance of infrastructure suitable for everyone – whether people new to cycling
or those who wish to cycle at speed without hindrance. It is unashamedly aspirational.
We made extensive efforts to create wording which groups across the cycle
campaigning spectrum would agree with and buy into. And they did. It has been
endorsed by Cyclenation, CTC, British Cycling, Bike Hub, the Cycling Embassy of
Great Britain, London Cycling Campaign, CPRE – and of course Cambridge Cycling
Campaign. Sustrans have also since been in contact. We invite others to come forward to add their endorsement.
Our guide was launched at the Cycle City conference in Leeds at the start of May. The Minister for Transport, Robert
Goodwill, was handed a copy at the end of his keynote speech which opened the conference (see photo above). We look
forward to hearing his views on it.
The guide is available as both a PDF and a browsable web version at www.makingspaceforcycling.org.

Directness, convenience, speed: our Making Space for Cycling guide set out the key principles for designing successful cycle facilities.
The Coton Path to new areas in West Cambridge (photographed here in 2013) provided a good example of creating cycling and walking links.
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Registered Charity: 1138098

BANK HOLIDAY
MONDAY
6TH MAY 2019

Enjoy a bike ride to an 800-year
old fair with fabulous food,
drink, entertainment, and of
course, fellow cyclists!
Assemble in front of the Guildhall,
Market Square in Cambridge
from 9am for a 10am departure.
www.camcycle.org.uk/reachride
@reachride #ReachRide

